Section – Self-Identity
Self Concept/Self Identity, and Social Identity
Self-concept (aka self-identity, aka self-awareness) – how someone thinks-about/perceives/evaluates
themselves
• Derived from self-esteem and self-efficacy (subject of next lecture)
• Development of self-concept has 2 parts:
o 1) Existential self – “sense of being separate and distinct from others, and the
awareness of the constancy of the self”
▪ Most basic part of self-concept.
▪ → The sense of being separate and distinct from others.
▪ → Awareness that the self is a distinct entity across time and space.
▪ → Awareness that the self is constant throughout life
• ex: if someone says they are “tired”, this is a temporary state, and
therefore this is NOT their self-concept, since self-concept is constant.
▪ Babies as young as 2-3 months realize their existential self, due to the
relationship they have with the world.
• Ex. when a baby smiles, someone smiles back.
• Ex. baby plays with toys above crib
• They have a relationship with objects and people and realize that that
they are separate/distinct from them
o 2) Categorical self – “awareness that we are an object in the world that has properties”
▪ Only comes after the baby realizes they are separate/distinct objects/beings (i.e.
existential self)
▪ → Awareness that we ourselves are objects/entities that have categorizable
properties:
• Age, gender (first property categories that babies learn)
• Skills, size
• Traits, comparisons with others, careers (more developed categories
that occur later in life)
•

Carl Rogers (Humanistic Theory) believed self-concept had 3 different components:
o 1) Self-image: what we believe we are, the view we have of ourselves.
o 2) Self-esteem/self-worth: how much value we place on ourselves
o 3) Ideal-self: what we wish/aspire to be
o When the ideal-self and real-self are similar, the result is a positive self-concept.
o When the ideal self does not match the real self, the result is incongruity.

2 components of identity:
• Personal Identity: a sense of self that an individual develops as they grow older, unique to each
individual (ex. personality traits)
• Social Identity: includes the groups you belong to in the community:

Social identity theory – proposes that the groups to which people belong are an important source of
self-concept. In order to increase our self-image, we enhance the status of the group to which we
belong.
• There is a 3-step mental process involved in how we use social-identity theory to categorize
ourselves and others, and to look at the relationship between personal and social identities.
o Step 1: Categorize
▪ All humans categorize ourselves and others without really realizing it, part of
human nature.
▪ We categorize in order to understand objects/identify them
▪ ex. Categorize people into groups (groups that we belong to, and those that we
don’t belong to), such as race, career, etc.
▪ If we assign categories to others, we make pre-judgements about them, without
fully knowing the person.
o Step 2: Identification
▪ When we adopt the identity of the group that we have categorized ourselves as
belonging to.
▪ We start to behave and act like the category we belong to
• The role starts to feel like a norm.
▪ Ex. if you have categorized yourself as a student, the chances are you will adopt
the identity of a student and begin to act in the ways you believe students act
(and conform to the norms of the group)
▪ There is an emotional significance to identification, because our self-esteem
starts to become bound with this group identification and sense of belonging.
o Step 3: Social comparison
▪ Once we have categorized ourselves as part of a group and others as part of
another group, and we have identified with our group, we then tend to
compare our group with other groups.
▪ Our group needs to compare favourably with other groups to maintain selfesteem.
▪ This idea is critical in understanding of prejudice, because once two groups
develop as rivals, we start to compete in order to maintain self-esteem.

Self-Esteem and Self-Efficacy
Self-esteem + Self-efficacy → Self-concept
• “Self-concept is derived from self-esteem and self-efficacy”
• “Self-esteem and self-efficacy are the pillars of self-concept”
Self-esteem – the respect and regard one has for oneself, the general feelings of self-worth or selfvalue.
Self-efficacy – belief in one’s abilities to succeed in a particular situation (to organize and execute the
courses of action required in a particular situation or to reach a specific goal or task).
• Developed by Bandora due to his dissatisfaction with idea of self-esteem.
• Self-efficacy is a more specific than self-esteem.

•
•
•

•

•

Self-efficacy can have an impact on everything from psychological states to behavior to
motivation.
All people can identify goals they want to accomplish.
o However, most people also realize that putting plans into action is not so simple.
o Self-efficacy plays a role in how goals and challenges are approached.
Two types of self-efficacy (strong and weak)
o Strong self-efficacy
▪ Recover quickly from setbacks,
▪ Strong/deep interest
▪ Strong sense of commitment to activities
▪ Enjoy challenging tasks
o Weak self-efficacy
▪ Focus on personal failures/negative outcomes
▪ Avoid challenging tasks
▪ Quickly lose confidence in personal abilities
▪ Believe they lack the ability to handle difficult tasks and situations
Look at 4 sources to determine if person has strong or weak self-efficacy:
o 1. Mastery of experience – strengthens self-efficacy
o 2. Social modeling – seeing people similar to ourselves complete the same task
increases self-efficacy
o 3. Social persuasion – when someone says something positive to you, improves selfefficacy
o 4. Psychological responses – learning how to minimize stress and control/elevate mood
in difficult/challenging situations can improve self-efficacy
A person with low self-esteem can have high self-efficacy, and vice versa.
o ex. a perfectionist can have low self-esteem (critical about themselves) but high selfefficacy (still believe that can succeed at a specific task).
o ex. a plumber has high self-esteem (believes that he has self-worth and self-value), but
low self-efficacy (believes that he can’t succeed at fixing 10 bathtubs in one day)

Overview of Theories of Development
Theories of Development – the theories of changes that occur in a lifespan, with each stage occurring
sequentially and building on the last.
•

In general, Freud and Erikson were interested in how personality develops, while Vygotsky and
Kohlberg were interested in how cognition develops

•

Freud – Psychosexual
o Believed early childhood was the most important age/period in which personality
developed (and that most of personality developed by age of 5)
o Early experiences plays a large role in personality development.
o This development influences behavior later in life.
o 5 stages – if completed successfully, result is a healthy personality. If issues aren’t
resolved at a certain stage, then fixation occurs around a particular stage.
Erikson – Psychosocial
o Proposed personality/identity development occurs through one’s entire lifespan.
o Each stage depends on overcoming a conflict, and success/failure at each stage affects
overall functioning of theory.
o 8 stages
Vygotsky – Sociocultural Cognitive
o Believed children learned actively through hands-on processes, and suggest
sociocultural factors (parents/caregivers/cultural beliefs/language/attitudes) are all
responsible for development of higher function of learning (cognition).
o Child internalizes information from interactions with others. This sociocultural
interaction is important development of cognition.
Kohlberg – Moral
o Focussed on moral reasoning and difference between right and wrong.
o Moral reasoning develops through levels of cognitive development, and people pass
through 3 stages of development (each with 2 substages) – 6 levels total
▪ Did research on groups of children and present children in moral dilemma
situations and interview kids based on each of their conclusions in each
dilemma.

•

•

•

Freud’s Psychosexual Development
Proposed psychological development in childhood developed through psychosexual stages, with the
concept of tension and pleasure – the build-up of tension could cause a lot of conflicts.
Fixation is based around the concept of libido – a natural energy source that fuels mechanisms of mind.
• Libido is centered at different parts of the body at different times of development.
• When libidinal energy is fixated at a particular stage, it can have a lifelong effect well into
adulthood.
First 5 years of life are crucial in development of personality.
Depending on which psychosexual stage a child is at, the fixation of libidinal energy is at a different
body part.
• Psychosexual Stage
Libidinal focus
• Oral
Mouth
• Anal
Anus
• Phallic
Genitals (self pleasure / masturbation)
• Latent
/
• Genital
Genitals (heterosexual / sexual intercourse)
o Mnemonic – OAPs Love Genitals
Stages:
• Oral stage – age 0-1 yrs., libido/sense of interaction is centered around baby’s mouth
(rooting/sucking reflex), vital for sucking/eating. Infant derives pleasure via oral stimulation
(tasting/sucking). Because infant completely dependent on parents/caretakers, baby also
develops sense of trust and comfort.
o If fixation occurs, issues with dependency or aggression. Also smoking or biting
fingers/nails, suck their thumb, people who overeat.
• Anal stage – age 1-3, centered around anus, ex. toilet training. Leads to developing
control/independence, encouraging child to feel positive outcomes and helps child feel capable
and productive. Serve as basis for competent, productive, creative adults.
o If fixation occurs, have problems with orderliness and messiness (hence the phrase used
when someone is ‘anal’ – comes from this stage).
• Phallic stage – age 3-6, children discover anatomical sex differences.
o Oedipus complex – boys view father as a rival for mother’s affection.
▪ Describes feeling of wanting to possess the mother and replace the father.
o Electra complex – girls view mother as a rival for father’s affection.
▪ Not a part of the originally Freudian ideas but an addition by Carl Jung.
o Resolution of these complexes is through the process of identification, where child
starts to understand and develop similar characteristics as same-sex parent.
o If fixation occurs, can cause homosexuality or exhibitionism
• Latent period – no focus of libido. A period of exploration, libido present but directed into other
areas such as intellectual pursuits and social interactions. Important in development of social
and communication skills. Children concerned with peer relationships, hobbies, and other
interests. Play is between same gender children.

•

o Fixation doesn’t develop into adult fixation.
Genital stage –libido now focused once again. Individual develops strong sexual interests.
Before this stage, focus on individual needs. Now, focus on needs of others. No adult fixation –
person is mentally healthy. Goal: establish balance between various life areas (well balanced,
warm, caring)

Erikson’s Psychosocial Development
Greatly influenced by Freud, but a couple of key differences:
• Erikson’s psychosocial theory was based on culture and society
• Erikson’s psychosocial theory suggested there was plenty of room for growth throughout one’s
life (not just childhood).
Erikson’s psychosocial theory assumed a CRISIS can occur at each stage of development (crisis involves a
conflict between the needs of the individual and the needs of society)
Successfully getting through the 8 stages results in acquisition of basic virtues and healthy personality.
• Virtues are characteristic strengths that can be used by ego to resolve future conflicts
• Failure in certain stage results in reduced ability to move on to further stages or unhealthy
personality/sense of self.
Each of the 8 stages involve the culture and society of which we develop in/
The 8 stages:
(occurs when virtue
is not acquired)

Negative outcome occurs when the social environment does not permit them to overcome the
crisis, and therefore a particular virtue is not developed.

Stage 1 (Infancy, 0-2)

o
o
o

Baby looks to caregiver for care and stability, allowing them to develop trust
When a sense of trust is developed, later in life you can have hope that when a crisis
arises, people will be there as a source of support
Failure to acquire virtue (hope) can lead to suspicion/fear/mistrust later in life

Stage 2 (Early childhood, 2-3)

o

o

Children develop autonomy (independence) by walking away from mother, deciding
what they eat, which toys to play with, etc.
▪ Critical that parents allow children to do this, and do not overly criticize/control
them
Negative outcome: If child is overly criticized/controlled, individual will feel inadequate
and lack self-esteem, and have shame/doubt in abilities.

Stage 3 (Preschool, 3–5)

o
o
o
o

Children regularly interacts with other children of similar age (at school).
Children feel more secure in their ability to lead others, play, and ask questions.
Virtue: they reach is a sense of purpose in what they do and choices/decisions they
make.
Negative outcome: If tendency to ask questions is controlled, develop guilt – as if
they’re annoying other people and act more as a follower. Inhibits their creativity, and
outcome is inadequacy. However, some guilt is necessary so child can have self-control.

Stage 4 (School age, 6–12)

o
o
o
o
o

Teachers take an important role in a child’s life, and child works towards competence.
Child will gain greater significance and greater self-esteem, and try to win approval from
others. Will feel industrious
Crisis is industry vs. inferiority
▪ Industrious means diligent and hard-working
Virtue: Competence
Negative outcome: but if initiative is restricted child feels inferior (don’t gain
competence). Some failure is necessary/ good though, so child has modesty.

Stage 5 (Adolescence, 12–18)

o
o
o
o
o

Transition from childhood to adulthood, so one of most important crisis.
Want to start feeling they belong in society – identity vs. role confusion
In this stage, the child has to learn rules he needs to occupy as an adult, so may reexamine identity to figure out who they are. Body image plays big role.
Virtue is fidelity (seeing oneself as unique).
Failure: Role-confusion (I don’t know what I want to be when I grow up). Can cause
rebellion/unhappiness.

Stage 6 (Young adulthood, 18–40)

o

Crisis is intimacy vs. isolation. Try to find love and relationships.

o
o

Virtue: Completion leads to comfortable relationships, love.
Negative outcomes: avoiding intimacy can lead to isolation/loneliness/depression.

Stage 7 (Middle adulthood, 40–65)

o
o

o
o

Established career, so settle down, make families the center of their lives, and sense of
being part of bigger picture.
Generativity vs. stagnation
▪ Generativity – a concern for establishing and guiding the next generation
▪ Stagnation – failure to find a way to contribute
Positive virtue: Adults feel like they give back through raising children/work/community
activities/organizations, so develop sense of care for others.
Negative outcome: is they feel stagnate and unproductive.

Stage 8 (Maturity, 65+)

•

Slowing in productivity. Crisis is integrity vs. despair
o Stage where people contemplate on lives, reminisce. May feel guilty about past or
unaccomplished, dissatisfied.
o Virtue is wisdom -look back on life with sense of closure/completeness and accept death
wthout fear
o but if we feel unproductive leads to despair/dissatisfaction upon death.

Mnemonic for crisis: TRUST the AUTO IN INDUSTRY, IDENTIFY INTIMATE GENIUSES with INTEGRITY
Mnemonic for virtue: How Would Pirates Care For Lost Caribbean Women?

Vygotsky Sociocultural of Development
Studied the role social interaction plays in development of cognition.
Focussed on social interactions between growing children and interactions with those around them in
the development of cognition and higher order learning.
• Social interactions → Cognition
Vygotsky died young (38 y/o), so much of his theory was left unfinished.
Theory:
• States that babies have 4 elementary mental functions (mental function denoted as M.F.
below):
o Attention, sensation, perception, and memory
▪ Acronym: elementary mental babies have crAMPS
• Elementary M.F. –––interactions w/ environment–––> Higher M.F. (independent cognition)
• Development/cultivation of higher mental functions comes from learning via interactions with a
skillful “tutor” – a model, ex. parent/teacher/someone older.
o Child tries to understand instructions/actions provided by the tutor and they internalize
it to guide and regulate their own performance in the future.
o ex: solving a picture puzzle as a kid is difficult the first time you ever do it. Parent (tutor)
then gives tips and strategies to solve the puzzle (ex. start with the edge and corner
pieces). You internalize these ideas and the next time you do a puzzle, you can do it on
your own.
o An example of how Social interactions → Cognition
•

Elementary M.F. (AMPS)→ Higher M.F. (Cognition) requires:
o Requires cooperative and collaborative dialogue from a MKO (more knowledgeable
other) – a person with a better understanding than the learner.
▪ Learner ←interaction→ MKO → Learning + Higher M.F
o 2. Zone of proximal development (ZPD) – the zone where you are right in-between the
ability of not being able to do something and being able to do something.
▪ “ZPD is the link between the zone of can’t do and can do”
▪ ZPD is the time that is most sensitive and is where instruction/guidance should
be given.
• The guidance in this zone allows for the transition from a set of skills
you already had to a more expanded set of skills through learning.
▪ Ex: Puzzle example: Not being able to solve puzzle → being able to solve puzzle.
o 3. Language – the main means by which adults transmit information to children, and a
powerful tool / accelerator of intellectual adaptation.
▪ Ex. private (internal) speech, when people speak out loud to themselves –
happens most in children. Way for children to plan activities/strategies, and aids
their development. Language is an accelerator to thinking and understanding.
▪ Those children who engage in lots of private speech are more socially
competent. Language develops from social interactions for communication

purposes. Language leads to (→) thought (inner speech) - think for
ourselves/independence of executing skills.

Kohlberg Moral Development
Moral theory of development, based on cognitive development (like Vygotsy).
Looked at how people developed their morals, and the way moral reasoning changes as people grow
(moral development instead of emotional/physical development)
• He told stories of moral dilemmas to children and gauged their response to the moral dilemma.
• Most famous dilemma storey was the Heinz Dilemma – Heinz’s wife was dying from cancer and
drug was discovered made my local chemist that could save her. Chemist charged 10x the price
it took to make the drug, and more than Heinz could afford. After asking family, he only had half
the money, and explained to chemist his wife was dying and asked if he could have the drug for
cheaper/pay the chemist at a later date. Chemist refused. Heinz, desperate to save his wife,
then broke into chemist’s office at night and stole the drug.
o Asked children questions like “should Heinz have stolen the drug?” “would your answer
change if Heinz didn’t love his wife, or if person dying was a stranger” “should the police
arrest chemist for murder if woman died?”
o After analyzing the answers the children gave, he came up with 3 moral stages, each
split into 2 for a total of 6 stages.

•

Three Levels of Moral Reasoning (a ladder of morality, whereby people can only pass through
the stages sequentially, with each new stage replacing the reasoning of the previous stage. Not
everyone achieves all 3 stages).
→ Pre-Conventional morality
o Age: Children.
o No personal code of morality – moral code is shaped by the standards of adults and the
consequences of following or breaking their rules
o Authority is outside the individual, and reasoning is based on the physical consequences
of actions.
o 1) Obedience vs. Punishment
▪ Right and wrong is defined by what the child gets punished for.
▪ Reasoning is based on physical consequences of actions, so obeying the rules
(being good) is a means to avoid punishment.
▪ If a child is punished, they must have done wrong.
o 2) Individualism and Exchange (Self-interest)
▪ Children realize that there is not just one right view that is handed down by the
authorities.
▪ Children begin to understand that different individuals have different
viewpoints.
▪ Self-interest – doing what is right for personal gain, getting what you want
▪ Interests shift towards rewards rather than punishment, and efforts are made
to secure the greatest benefit for oneself.
→ Conventional morality
o Age: Adolescents and adults
o Begin to internalize the moral standards of valued adult role models.
o Authority is internalized but not questioned, and reasoning is based on the norms of the
group to which the person belongs.
o 3) Good Interpersonal Relationships (Interpersonal concordance) (Social norms)
▪ ‘Being good’ is doing whatever it takes to please others or gain acceptance.
• Do good to gain acceptance.
• Individual is good in order to be seen as a good person by others and to
gain acceptance – their view of ‘good’ relates to approval by others.
▪ ‘Being bad’ are things that gain disapproval.
• Avoid being bad to avoid disapproval.
▪ “Good boy” “Good girl” level, since efforts are made to secure approval and
maintain friendly relations with others.
o 4) Maintaining the Social Order (Law & Order)
▪ Individual becomes aware of the wider roles of society, so judgments of
good/bad/morality concern obeying the rules in order to uphold the law and to
avoid guilt.
▪ Orientation towards fixed rules.
▪ Being good now means doing your duty to society, which involves maintaining
social order.
▪ Obey laws without question, show respect for authority.

▪

Most people aren’t capable of the kind of abstract thinking to get anywhere
further past this stage (i.e. most people take their moral views from those
around them)

→ Post-Conventional
o Individual judgement is based on self-chosen principles, and moral reasoning is based on
individual rights & justice.
o Individuals think through ethical principles for themselves.
o Morally right and legally right are not always the same here.
o 5) Social Contract
▪ Right/wrong is determined by personal values, although these can be overridden by laws.
▪ However, when laws infringe on the person’s own sense of justice, they can
choose to ignore them.
▪ Individual becomes aware that even though rules and laws exist for greater
good, there are times this law works against interest of particular people, and
that the issues are not always clear cut
• Ex. Heinz dilemma – is protection of life more important than
breaking/stealing? People at this stage said yes – sometimes law must
be broken to reach these principles.
o 6) Universal Ethical Principles
▪ Individuals have developed their own set of moral guidelines and principles that
apply to everyone, which may or may not fit the law, but either way are more
important than the law.
▪ Individuals who uphold and believe in these principles have to be prepared to
act towards these even if they have to face consequences, disapproval, or even
imprisonment just to promote social welfare.
▪ Very few people who reach this stage
• ex. Ghandi, Nelson Mandela, Martin Luther King

Social Influences
Social influence – a branch of social psychology that looks at the influence that social groups have on
individual thoughts, actions and feelings
• There are four major types of social influence: imitation, roles, reference groups, and culture
•

Imitation – copying someone else.
o Imitation is a type of individual social influence.
o Imitation is one of most basic forms of social behavior.
o Begins with understanding there’s difference between others and our self.
▪ Some psychologists believe that this difference doesn’t arise until a little later
into childhood, while others (Andrew Meltzoff) suggested that babies are born
with a built-in capacity to imitate others (based upon his experiment that found
that babies no more than a few weeks old copied experimenters when they
stuck out their tongue, even when the experimenter’s facial expression was
completely blank).
• Was this true imitation or something else (that can’t be considered
social interaction, such as reflex or conditioning)?
• When baby had a dummy in their mouth, and the experimental stuck
out tongue, baby imitated them after the dummy was taken out a short
time later.
▪ This suggests we are born with built-in capacity to imitate others, i.e. we have a
built in social mechanism which is critical for our species to learn through
others.
▪ Evidence suggests we have mirror neurons, which fire simply when we observe
an action performed by other person.
• Mirror neurons are found in areas of brain related to motor, premotor,
and somatosensory cortex

•

Roles – we have many different roles that define what we do and who we are.
o For reach role, we adopt the social norms of said role, i.e. the accepted standards of
behavior of that social group. This norm is used to guide our behaviours and tell us
which behaviors are appropriate
o Norms provide order in society and we use them to conform to expectations of that
role/expectations of others.
o We receive approval when we play our roles well, and we get disapproval when we play
roles badly.
o Ex. Stanford Prison experiment - being in a prison environment caused guards to be
more authoritative, sadistic, and power to do what they wanted with the prisoners.
▪ Prisoners: felt they were powerless to the guards. They would suck up to the
guards. These were expectations of the prisoners for approval by the guards.
▪ Prison environment created these characteristics. The guards before the study
did not have these characteristics.

•

Reference groups – the group to which people make reference to when evaluating themselves.
o Reference groups is a type of group social influence.

o

o

o
•

Reference groups are groups that people refer to when evaluating their own qualities,
circumstances, attitudes, values, and behaviors.
▪ “Any group that individuals use as a standard for evaluating themselves and
their own behavior”
▪ “Group that an individual compares him/herself to for self-evaluation”
We are constantly looking for external groups that align with our
beliefs/attitudes/behaviours.
▪ We then refer to these groups when making decisions, thus, these groups
influence our social decisions.
▪ Everywhere you go and everything you do, you ‘carry’ these subconsciously
formed beliefs that align with those of the reference group.
▪ Our decisions are shaped as we wish to satisfy the expectations of others (aspire
to the reference groups)
ex: a female referring to a feminist reference group when deciding whether to change
name after marriage

Culture and socialization – the contributions and interactions that the people and culture that
surround us have on our personal development
o Our social-identity development is influenced by everyone around us (teachers,
coworkers) and on a larger scale by the country which we live, communities, language,
attitudes of groups we belong to.

George Herbert Mead: The I and the Me
Charles Cooley and George Herbert Mead both thought other people could play a significant role in how
we view ourselves (that the self emerges from social interactions and how others perceive us)
• However, these two dudes differed in how they thought this would happen.
Cooley:
• Said that every person that an individual interacts with in a lifetime influences that individual’s
identity
• Broad definition
• Next lecture
Mead:
• Had a more restricted view, and said that only certain people can influence an individual’s
identity, and only in certain periods of life.
o Much narrower definition
• Mead also thought that the way others influence us changes across an individual’s lifespan.
o Infants + children were not influenced by others in any way, merely imitate others, and
see themselves as being the focus of their own world and don’t care what others think
of them. Lack ability to take perspective of another person – related to Piaget’s concept
of egocentrism.
• Mead developed the idea of social behaviourism – states that the mind and self emerge
through the process of language – communicating with others (beginning of symbolic
interactionism).

•

Mead believed that as we grow up, our belief on how others perceive us is more important
for developing self, and this transition occurs through 3 stages: preparatory stage, play
stage, and game stage.
o 1. Preparatory stage – children interact with others through imitation
▪ ex. play with pots and pans when parents are cooking.
▪ As they grow older, the focus becomes more on communication with others
instead of simple imitation, and getting practice using symbols
(gestures/words).
▪ Can’t yet take perspective of others.
o 2. Play stage – more aware of social relationships, reflected in children’s tendency to
pretend play as others (ex. mummies, daddies, firefighters, doctors)
▪ While before children couldn’t take the perspective of others, now they are very
focused on doing so – children focus on role-taking: mentally taking the
perspective of another person and acting on that perceived viewpoint.
▪ Way beyond imitation, since the children can now respond – they are now
actually creating social-interactions (rather than just imitating them)
▪ Children consider attitudes, belief, and behaviors of individuals closest to them.
o 3. Game stage – start to understand attitudes/beliefs/behavior of “generalized other”
(i.e. society as a whole).
▪ With this comes whole new understanding of society.
▪ Children start to realize that people perform in ways not only on what they
personally believe but what also in the ways society more broadly expects of
them.
▪ Children also understand that people can take on multiple roles (teachers aren’t
just teachers, they can be mothers, grocery shoppers, etc. outside of their
teaching lives).
▪ Also realize others have opinions about them and those perceptions others have
are based on how they act and what they say. They begin to be influenced by
these perceptions and are concerned by reactions of others to what they do.
• However, they don’t care about reactions of everyone, only significant
others (people with important relationships to individual, ex.
parents/teachers/close peers).
o Mead believed that this last stage led to development of the “I” and “me”, the two
aspects of Self.
▪ Me = social self, the socialized aspect of the individual
• Represents learned behaviours, attitudes, and expectations of others
and of society.
• The part of the Self that is formed from interactions with others in
society, and how the individual believes the generalized other (society
as a whole) perceives them.
• Me = Society’s attitudes (once internalized)
• Socialized and conforming aspect of self
• People learn to see who they are by observing the responses of others
around them to them or their actions.

•

▪

▪

The 'me' exercises societal control over one's self. The 'me' is what
prevents someone from breaking the rules or boundaries of societal
expectation
I = the individual’s identify based on the response to the “me”
• ‘I’ thinks about what the view and attitudes of others mean – the
response of the individual to the attitude of the community.
• The spontaneous (current), less socialized component of the Self.
• Personal response to what society “thinks”
• The 'I' allows the individual to still express creativity and individualism
and understand when to possibly bend and stretch the rules that govern
social interactions
Our actual self is the balance between the “I” and the “me”.

Charles Cooley – Looking Glass Self
Socialization – the process by which people learn the attitudes, behaviours, and values expected by
their culture/community.
• Socialization learning occurs through observation of/interaction with people who we are
surrounded by – those close to us and everyone else (ex. parents, peers, person at supermarket,
celebrity, etc.)
o Everyone has something to teach us on how we should act in our community.
• Socialization also shapes our self-image & self-concept, and Charles Cooley used the term
“looking glass self” to describe this process:
o Looking glass self – the idea that a person’s sense of self comes from our perceptions of
how others perceive/evaluate us, through interpersonal reactions
▪ “The looking glass self suggests that the self-concept is more than the product
of self-reflection. Instead, the way in which people see themselves (self-concept)
is based on how they believe others perceive/view them during social
interactions”
▪ Based on the looking-glass self, a person who acquires a stigmatized illness (ex.
HIV/AIDS) is likely to internalize the stigmatization directed against him or her.

Looking glass self – though to occur in 3 steps:
o 1) First ask: How do I appear to others? What do others observe of me?
o 2) Next ask: How do others evaluate me based on these observations? (i.e. do we come
across as shy, intelligent, funny, awkward, etc. based on their observations)
o 3) Finally, we develop feelings about ourselves based on our perception of their
evaluation and observations, and subsequently revise how we think about ourselves
(based on correct OR incorrect perceptions on how others evaluate us).
A critical aspect of this theory is that we are not actually being influenced by the actual opinions of
others, but what we imagine/perceive the opinions of other people to be.
• ex. Say we have teacher grading paper harshly, and doing so because they think that student has
a lot of potential and that grading harshly will help the student reach their full potential. But
when the student gets the paper back, the student thinks the teacher marked so harshly
because the teacher sees the student as not very intelligent, and so the student comes to
conclusion they’re not very good at literary analysis
o Thus, the student is acting on an incorrect perception on the teacher’s evaluation of
them, and allowing this incorrect perception to shape their self image
• Since attitude influences behaviors, this incorrect perception might result in the student actually
putting less effort into the class, instead of more.
Self-image can also be influenced and revaluated based on future interactions
• ex. student might arrange to talk with the teacher and learn the truth as to why the marking was
so harsh, and now the student is able to revise their incorrect perceptions and develop a
different self-perspective/image/concept

New section – Perception, Prejudice, and Bias
Section terminology:
Stereotype =
Prejudice =
Discrimination =

Cognitive component (an idea – “I think city dwellers are rude”)
Affective component (a feeling – “I don’t like city dwellers”)
Behavioural component (an action – “I avoid them”)

Attribution Theory – Basic Covariation
(Fundamental) Attribution theory – the way that we explain the behaviour of others around us (i.e.
whether we attribute their behaviours to internal or external causes)
• Explain the behavior of other people by breaking down our understanding/explanation of their
behaviours to factors about them, and factors related to their environment/surroundings.
o Behaviors are often complex and involve a combination of both internal and external
factors.
▪ Internal (dispositional attribution) – about them
• Mnemonic: dis-position, the opposite of attributing it to the
position/situation/environment
▪ External (situational attribution) – environment
Kelley’s Covariation model (an attribution theory) has 3 cues
• Consistency
(time)
o We are more likely to attribute internal factors when a person has a high level of
consistent behaviour over time
o High consistency = attribution to internal factors
▪ Ex. friend always bailing on plans - likely related to them as a person as opposed
to the world working against them
• Distinctiveness (situation)
o We are more likely to attribute external factors when a person acts out of character /
distinctively.
o High distinctiveness = attribution to external factors (situational)
▪ Ex. Corey, your very nice friend, flips out at a restaurant one day in a way that is
rather out of character and distinctive. This behaviour is most likely related to
the environment.
• Consensus
(people)
o We are more likely to attribute external factors when a group of people show a
consensus in their behaviour
o Consensus of people = attribution of external factors
▪ Ex. “Group lateness” – if you arrive late at meeting but if you are with 20 other
people that are late too, this will be attributed to external/situation factors,
such as the bus being late.

Attribution Theory – Bias, Attribution Error, and the Role of Culture
(Cognitive) Bias - the tendency to think in certain ways, often causing deviations from a standard of
rationality or good judgment.
*––> Actor-Observer Bias – tendency to attribute one's own actions to external causes (egopresevation), while attributing other people's behaviors to internal causes (fundamental attribution
error)
• We are the observers, while others are the actors.
• When looking to attribute cause to a behaviour (either to our own behaviour or to other
people’s behaviours), we are often not ‘neutral judges’:
o Fundamental attribution error (the tendency to assign too much weight on internal
causes while underestimating the influence of external factors when attributing the
cause of other people’s behaviour)
▪ ex. “the teachers in the Milgram shock experiment shocked people because
they are bad people, not because they were misled by authority”
▪ ex. blaming obese patients for being obese and not exercising, but failing to
recognize or under-recognizing their situational problems (ex. healthcare
barriers, lack of access to exercise facilities)
▪ ex. Just-World Hypothesis (a person’s actions bring fitting consequences to that
person)
o Ego-preservation (the tendency to assign too much weight on external causes while
underestimating the influence of internal factors when attributing the cause of our own
behaviour)
▪ ex. “I was a victim of the circumstance”
• Cultural component: fundamental attribution error occurs more in individualistic societies who
place an emphasis on individual achievement:
o In individualistic cultures (Western – Europe/America), success is over-attributed to
internal factors and failure is over-attributed to external factors.
o In collectivist cultures (Eastern – Africa/Asia), success is attributed to external factors
and failure to internal factors

*––> Self-serving bias – mechanism of preserving our self-esteem
• If we succeed, we attribute it to internal factors (internal/personal qualities)
• If we fail, we receive no hit on self-esteem, because we attribute it to external factors (things
outside of our control)
• Individualistic societies tend to demonstrate a great degree of self-serving bias.
o More important in individual societies because of their emphasis on achievements and
success.
*––> Optimism bias – causes a person to believe that they are at a lesser risk of experiencing a negative
event compared to others
• “That would never happen to me”

Cultural summary:
• Individualist cultures (Western cultures) are more likely to be subject to the fundamental
attribution error (“other people’s behaviour is caused by internal causes”) and the self-serving
bias (“personal success is due to internal factors; personal failure is due to external factors”)

Stereotypes: Stereotype Threat and Self-fulfilling Prophecies
Stereotyping is attributing and overgeneralizing a certain thought/cognition to a group of individuals
• Can involve race, gender, culture, religion, physical appearance
o ex. “People who wear glasses are smarter”
• Advantage:
allows us to rapidly assess large amounts of social data
• Disadvantage: often inaccurate
Stereotype threat – exposure to a negative stereotype surrounding a particular task can actually
decrease/threaten the performance of an individual performing said task.
• This is a negative consequence of stereotyping that involves a self-fulfilling fear that one will be
evaluated based on a negative stereotype.
• ex. ‘blue’ and ‘red’ students, both perform equally on test 1. Then, a negative stereotype about
the intelligence and test-taking abilities of ‘blue’ students is implemented. Subsequently, ‘blue’
students perform worse on test 2.
Self-fulfilling prophecy – stereotypes can lead to behaviours that affirm the original stereotypes.
Key:
•

Green – country folk

Black – city dwellers

Cognitive component (stereotype – “I think city dwellers are rude”) →
o Affective component (prejudice – “I don’t like them”) →
▪ Behavioural component (discrimination – “I will avoid them”) →
• Cognitive component (“now I think country folk are rude”)
o Affective component (“now I don’t like them”)
▪ Behavioural component (“now I will avoid them)

Continuous circle that positive feedbacks on itself:
The city dwellers become ruder over time in response to our own behavior towards them.

Emotion and Cognition in Prejudice
Since prejudice is an attitude, it follows the ABC model of attitudes and thus prejudice can be said to be
made up of 3 components:
• 1. Cognition – the stereotype itself; a fundamental underlying, overgeneralized cognition
(thought/belief)
o “I think city dwellers are rude”
• 2. Affect – emotional component, a feeling
o “I don’t like city dwellers”
• 3. Behaviour – the discrimination; carrying out a behavior and acting on the prejudice
o “I will avoid city dwellers”

3 leading thoughts on the cause of prejudice:
––> Personality–based explanation of prejudice – suggests that there are particular types of personality
that are more subject to prejudice:
• ex. Authoritarian personality:
o Characteristics:
▪ Obedient to superiors but have little/no sympathy for those they deem inferior
to themselves
▪ Oppressive (unjustly inflict hardship on subordinate groups)
▪ Rigid thinkers (inflexible with their viewpoints)
o Often sprouts from a harsh up-bringing with lots of discipline
o They use prejudice to protect their ego and avoid confronting aspects of themselves
because they’re always focussed on others.
––> Frustration Aggression Hypothesis – suggests that prejudice is emotionally based rather than
personality based.
• At the core of prejudice is often frustration (frustration → aggressive impulses → prejudice)
o ex. Employee gets frustrated at his job. Frustrations turn to aggressive impulses, but
instead of directing that towards the employer (since this may get him fired), he bottles
up the aggression and instead re-channels it towards scapegoats (people or groups who
are unfairly blamed for problems).
• Scapegoats are a group of people towards whom the aggression is directed, ex. Jews during
WWII.
• Scapegoating – displaying aggression towards other people
o Often seen in times of economic hardship.
––> Relative Deprivation Theory – suggests that prejudice arises when people feel that they are
deprived of something they feel entitled to
• Relative deprivation is the discrepancy of what they feel entitled to and what they actually get
o Extent and how quickly this happens can lead to collective unrest – an upsurge in
prejudice and discrimination.

Discrimination – Individual vs. Institutional
Discrimination – differential treatment and harmful actions against minorities (behavioural component).
Discrimination can occur at an individual or organizational/institutional level.
• Individual discrimination – Individual person acting to discriminate based on something (sex,
religion, race, age etc.)
o ex. a science professor who doesn’t let women into his class.
• Institutional discrimination – organization discriminating – including governments, banks,
schools etc.
o ex. Brown vs. Board of Education – in this court case, Brown said these schools aren’t
equal, and Africans were being discriminated against. The ruling overturned separate
schools for whites and African-Americans.
Unintentional discrimination (aka structural discrimination) – describes how system, rules, regulations,
policies or arrangements have unintentionally not taken into account the needs of a group, or the
system has not evolved with our changing society
o ex. a passport office in an old building that doesn’t have a ramp for people who use
wheelchairs.
o ex. an employer administering the same, long-standing standardized test to a new
immigrant to Canada, while the test has a cultural bias and does not reflect essential skills
needed to perform the job.
o The service provider/employer didn’t necessarily intend to discriminate, yet discrimination
has taken place (individuals were faced with an unfair disadvantages)
Side-effect discrimination – practices in one institutional area that have a negative impact because they
are linked to practices in another area.
o Ex. Economic, political, law, medicine, and business and are all interrelated institutions,
and discrimination in one area can affect another
o ex. an African American gets an unfair verdict of guilty due to discrimination in the
criminal justice system
▪ While applying to a job later in life, they don’t get the job because of their
criminal record.
▪ Even though it was the criminal justice system that discriminated and reached
an unfair verdict, future potential employers are swayed too (employer is
swayed and unjustly discriminates unintentional because of another institution
– in this case the court system).
Past-In-Present discrimination – a discrimination from the past that is still affecting people in the
present, even if said discrimination is no longer legal
o Ex. After Brown vs. Board verdict, a black man in a black/white integrated school is discriminated
against by white classmates (due to the negative attitude of the past coming forward to the present
and causes minority to be discriminated against unfairly)

Prejudice and Discrimination Based on Race, Ethnicity, Power, Social Class, and Prestige
Prejudice and discrimination can be based on Race, Ethnicity, Power, Social Class, and Prestige (among
other groupings)
Race – defined by some physical characteristic(s) that has taken on social significance
• As a society, we believe that some physical characteristics have more meanings than others.
o Ex. skin color and eye colour are both genetically driven, but we’ve attached a meaning
to skin color.
Ethnicity – usually defined by national origin (ex. Irish, Japanese) or distinct cultural practices (ex. Jews)

Power
• Minority groups often have a lack of political power, economic power, or personal power
o Ex. minority groups only having opportunities to get low-wage jobs.
o Ex. minority groups facing laws that limit where they live.
Social Class
• Note: Social class (status) is relative (i.e. to have an ‘upper-class’, you need to have a ‘lowerclass’)
• Social class often sets stage for prejudice (people on top look to maintain differences between
themselves and lower class)
o This prejudice thinking can be explained by the Just World Phenomenon – “the world is
just and people get what they deserve – good things happen to good people; bad things
happen to bad people”
▪ ex. people in the upper-class believe that they are better off because they work
harder, and lower-class people are there because they don’t work hard and are
lazy, and if they worked harder, they might be in the upper-class too.
o This prejudice can then lead to discrimination (ex. upper-class man voting against a
particular political party because they promote welfare programs for the poor)
Prestige
• Often based on occupation
• High prestige jobs (ex. doctor, lawyer) often go to dominant group members
• Lower prestige jobs (ex. sanitation industry, janitors) often go to minority group members.

Stigma – Social and Self
Stigma - extreme disapproval/discrediting of a person based on some behaviour or quality of that
person.
• Typically, a culture (or sub-culture) will stigmatize a person based on overt physical
deformations (physical disability), deviant personal traits (drug addiction), or deviation from
accepted norms of the ethnic group (being a “loose” woman in a traditional Latino subculture).
Two forms of stigmas:
1 | Social Stigma:
o Calls attention to how certain individuals or groups face social disapproval. Often, the
social disapproval is associated with a behavior, identity, or other attribute that is
considered deviant or devalued by others
o Social stigma can be fuelled or associated with several other key concepts: stereotypes,
prejudices, discrimination.
▪ Relationship/overlap between stigma and these is unclear and is variable
depending on source.
o

o

ex. Social stigma surrounding mental health
▪ Cognition (stereotype – “I think that mentally ill are violent”)
▪ Affect (prejudice – “I am scared of mentally ill people”)
▪ Behaviour (discrimination – “I don’t want to live with them or hire them”)
Social-stigma and components can vary a great deal by sociopolitical context (sexual
orientation for example).

2 | Self-Stigma:
o The stigma that an individual directs towards him/herself after an individual internalizes
all the negative stereotypes, prejudices, and discriminatory experiences they’ve had.
▪ The individual may begin to feel rejected by society, avoid interacting with
society (isolate themselves), deny that they relate to the stigma, feel hits on
their self-esteem, acquire mental health problems, etc.
o

ex. someone who has HIV/AIDS internalizes the aspects of the social-stigma. This
individual may deny that they have the condition, experiences hits from self-esteem and
suffer from depression (negative mental health), and display behaviours that isolate
themselves from society and stop them from taking part in vocation/education/other
social activities

Stigma can be viewed as four concentric circles, one for each group, with a bidirectional relationship
between each:
• Self – individual who is stigmatized
o The individual can internalize the stigmas presented by the media, society, and family.
o This can lead to avoidance, denial of condition, suffering of mental health conditions,
and no longer participating in society.
o Interventions – education, access to support groups/resources.
• Family – close social group
o Family can be shunned by society (if they have a family member with a stigmatizing
condition), or family might shun individual themselves.
▪ ex. isolate the family member who is stigmatized against and keep it as a secret
within family.
o May be detrimental to personal/intimate relationships
o Interventions – education and therapy
• Society – wider society
o Society is where interactions between self and society (such as education, employment,
health care) can be affected by stigmatizing views (by teachers, employers, health care
providers).
▪ ex. stigma by an employer can affect an individual’s opportunity to get the job

•

o Interventions – legislation and anti-discrimination laws.
Media – external to society
o Major source of stigma, because it can depict conditions as being dangerous, violent, or
representative of moral-failings
▪ ex. media and social media representation of mental illness, HIV/AIDS, obesity,
substance-use problems, etc.
o Interventions – guidelines for what journalists can/can’t publish

Social Perception – Primacy and Recency Bias
Primacy bias –assessor’s selection is made based on information that was presented earlier (primary
information) rather than information that came later
o Ex. “first impressions count”, because they are:
o Long-lasting
o Strong (tough to overcome)
o Easily built upon (people tend to put extra emphasis on information that helps reinforce
the first impression, while ignoring information that doesn’t)
o ex. you are a messy person, people will look at your messy room instead of your tidy
desk.
o ex. if employer gets a good first impression of you, he will look for information
during your interview that reinforces that you’re a good candidate, while ignoring
your shortcomings (and vice versa for bad first impressions)
Recency bias – assessor’s selection is overly affected by information that was presented later (more
recently) rather than information given earlier.
• ex: “you’re only as good as your last game”
Information retention (memory) relates to primacy and recency biases
• Primacy & Recency Bias leads us to have better memory retention of information presented at
the start or finish.
• Variable duration is the time between primacy/recency.
o Memory retention here is generally lower.
o However, some information during this period may be remembered relatively well if the
information is unusual or elicits an unusual response in you/

Social Perception – The Halo Effect
Halo effect – the tendency for a positive impression created in one area (overall) to influence opinion in
another area.
o A cognitive bias in which an observer’s overall impression of a person (or company, brand,
product, etc.) influences the observer’s feelings and thoughts about that entity’s character or
properties.
o If our overall impression of someone is positive, it is as if that person ‘has a halo over their head’
o We start to analyze all their skills based on our overall first impression rather than their
actual skillset.
o They get an overall boost in each of their skills because of our impression.
o

Example – Physical attractiveness stereotype – cognition that attractive people have more
positive personality traits.
o ex. attractive people are more often viewed as kind, good leaders, more hospitable, etc.
without actual evidence.
▪ Often the case with attractive celebrities

Example 1:
o Our initial overall impression of Carl is in the middle – his accounting skills are very high, sales
are negative, and leadership is moderately good.
o Now imagine that Carl overall has a very good impression
o Even though he has the same actual skillset, we would perceive that Carl is much better
at other skills not demonstrated.
o Regardless of evidence, we may perceive he’s actually pretty good at sales instead of
below average, or that he is extra-ordinary in leadership instead of just moderately
good.
o This is the halo effect
• Now imagine that Carl has an overall very poor impression.
o Even though he has the same actual skillset, we would perceive that Carl’s skills are all
lower
o This shows how an overall negative impression or one very negative attribute can carry
over into how we see other attributes about the person.
o This is the reverse halo effect or the devil effect
Example 2:
• Halo effect – teacher sees a kid who is ‘good’ as a kid that can do no wrong.
• Reverse-halo/devil effect – teacher sees a kid who is ‘bad’ as a kid that can do no right.

Social Perception – The Just-World Hypothesis
Just-world hypothesis – the assumption that a person's actions are inherently inclined to bring morally
fair and fitting consequences to that person, whereby all noble actions will eventually/always be
rewarded and all evil actions will eventually/always be punished.
• An attitude that results/outcomes are predictable as a consequence for our actions.
• Suggests there is some kind of special force, “cosmic justice” at play.
• “You deserved that stroke of fortune” or “You got what you deserve” or “You got what was
coming to you”.
People think this way because it helps them rationalize fortune or misfortune of themselves or others,
and it makes people feel as if they can influence their world
• This makes it easier to engage in goal-oriented behavior and plan for the future.
• ex. if I go to school I will be rewarded in life. If I work hard, I will get what I want. If I do the right
thing, I will get rewarded.
However (obviously), the just-world doesn’t always hold true – people are not always rewarded for their
actions and are not always punished for their evil deeds.
• ex. people living in poverty are not poor because they deserve it or because they are lazy.
• ex. victims of domestic violence are not victims because they deserved it.
When the just-world hypothesis is threatened, we need to mentally make sense of them to keep just
world hypothesis intact. The hypothesis is threatened daily (e.g. saying “the world is not fair”, or when
we see evil deeds being rewarded and good deeds being punished)
o We use rational techniques or irrational techniques to keep the just-world hypothesis intact.
o Rational techniques
▪ 1. Accept reality
▪ 2. Prevent or correct injustice – charity causes, petition signing, voting to change
the legal system
o Irrational techniques
▪ 1. Denial of the situation
▪ 2. Reinterpreting the events – change our interpretation of the outcome, the
cause, or the character of the victim.
• ex. If a ‘good person’ was the victim of violence and was badly hurt, we
might reinterpret the outcome (ex. wasn’t hurt that bad, actually
tripped and wasn’t the victim of violence), reinterpret the cause (ex.
victim was working in a bad neighborhood), or reinterpret the character
of victim (ex. victim might not be as good of a human being as originally
thought, victim chose to hang around with the wrong people, etc.)
Just-World Hypothesis (JWH) follows the fundamental attribution error in a sense that JWH
overemphasizes and attribute people’s actions to internal factors (personal/dispositional factors) while
underplaying the role of situational factors that are at play.
• ex: poor person living is poverty is in that situation due to personal failures and characteristics
(internal), rather than due to complex situational/environmental causes (external).

Ethnocentrism and Cultural Relativism
Ethnography – the study of particular people and places. It is a more of an approach than a single
research method in that it generally combines several research methods including interviews,
observation, and physical trace measures.
Ethnocentric
o Evaluating other peoples and cultures according to the standards (norms/values) of one's own
culture.
o Ex. Asian culture of eating bugs perceived as ‘strange’ by Westerners (comparing the act
of eating bugs to the standards of Western culture, even though eating bugs might be a
norm in Asian culture)
o Also involves viewing our own culture to be superior to that of others
o ex. Eurocentric – focusing on European culture or history to the exclusion of a wider
view of the world; implicitly regarding European culture as ‘better’
• Can lead to cultural bias and prejudice
Cultural relativism
• Evaluating other peoples and cultures by its own standards, rather than viewing it through
the lens of one’s own culture.
o Opposite to the ethnocentric approach
o Looks to evaluate another culture from within their culture
o Makes no reference to inferiority/superiority
Xenocentrism – having preference for another culture or judging another culture as superior as
compared to one’s own culture
o Ex. Obsession of British culture.
Cultural imperialism – the deliberate imposition of one’s own cultural values on another culture.

In-Group and Out-group
“In” group – “us” – the group we are connected/associated with
o Stronger interactions with those in the in-group than those in the out-group.
o Interactions are more common and more influential as well within In-group.
o People in the same in-groups share psychological connection between peers, related to
politics/culture/spirituality.
“Out” group – “them” – the group that we’re not connected/associated with
In-Group favouritism – we favour and are friendly to people in our own group, but are neutral to those
in an outgroup (i.e. don’t favour them)
• Occurs even if in-groups are assigned arbitrarily (ex. group of 10 people toss a coin and are
assigned a group based on whether they called ‘heads’ or ‘tails’ midair. Each participant was
then asked to distribute money between the 9 other participants under the assumption that

they would receive the total amount of money given to them by other participants. Without
even knowing anyone in their same group, participants almost always had a tendency to
give more money to in-group members than out-group members.
Out-group derogation – we favour and are friendly to people in our in-group, but are actually unfriendly
and discriminatory to people in out-groups.
o Happens if we feel that the out group is threatening to or undermine in group’s success.
Group polarization – Group makes decisions that are more extreme than any individual member in the
group would want. This can ‘turbo charge’ the group’s viewpoints.

New section: Social Behaviour
Proximity and the Mere Exposure Effect
Geographical proximity (closeness) is most powerful predictor for the formation of friendships and
relationships.
• People date, like, marry people of the same neighborhood or those that sit next to in class or
work in the same office.
• “Mating starts with a meeting”
Why is geographical proximity such a good predictor?
• 1. You can’t fall in love, start a relationship, or befriend someone that you don’t meet or who
lives far away
o Even with social media, and easy travel/connection with individuals far away – rule of
proximity is still true (even if you take internet dating into account).
• 2. Mere exposure effect - repeated exposure to novel people (and objects, music, etc.)
increases our liking for them.
o The more often we see, hear, etc. something, the more often we like it.
o This applies to almost everything – music, nonsense syllabus, numbers, objects, etc.
o Exception is when ‘burn out’ occurs:
▪ You have oatmeal every morning and then start hating it
▪ Start to despise a song you hear over and over on the radio.
o Study 1:
▪ Focus on attraction.
▪ Researchers had undergraduate males rate the attractiveness of women, then
took 2 women rated similarly and placed them in same class as the male rater.
▪ These women were then sent to attend either 5, 10, or 15 class sessions.
▪ The women who attended the class 15 times were rated significantly more
attractive (by the men) than the women who had attended 5 or 10 times, even
though the men had initially rated the two with similar ratings before the
repeated exposures.
o Study 2:
▪ Study with individuals who had anterograde amnesia (recall of memories before
an accident, but cannot form new memories)
▪ These individuals were shown faces, and then shown the same faces again at a
later date, with some new faces along with the old faces.
▪ The individuals were asked if they’ve seen the faces before, they say no.
▪ When asked which faces were most attractive, they picked the face they’ve
seen before.
▪ Even if they are incapable of forming the memory that they have seen a person
before, they still considered them more attractive.
▪ Shows us how subtle this mere exposure effect is.
o

Advertisers know this effect - they use the mere exposure effect as a way to get us to
form a positive opinion about their brand simply through repeated exposure to said
brand.

Physical Attraction
Although there are cultural differences in physical attraction, there are some aspects of the physique
that are considered universally attractive – attractive across cultural backgrounds
• The traits here will focus on these
General
• Ex. In general – youthfulness, skin clarity/smoothness, body symmetry.
•
•

Ex. Women w/ low waist-hip ratio and full breasts
Ex. Men w/ muscular chest and V-shaped torso (broad shoulders, narrow waste)

•

Both men and women are attracted to a high level sexual dimorphism – the degree of difference
between male and female anatomical traits (i.e. women are attracted to men with strong
masculine characteristics, and vice-versa).

Face – facial attraction is more important than body attraction:
•
•

Ex. Women w/ high forehead, small chin and nose, full lips, high cheekbone
Ex. Men w/ prominent facial features, such as strong chin, jaw, cheekbones, and long lower face.

•

Face averageness is attractive, while unique traits are not so attractive.
o Study: most respondents pick a face-morph (average) of 32 faces as more attractive
than a face-morph of 2 faces.
▪ Most face-morph averages of 32 different faces look the same as each other,
suggesting that there is a ‘prototype’ of facial averageness.
▪ The closer someone’s face is to the average face ‘prototype’, the more
attractive they are considered.

Other
• Physical background – ex. red background makes someone appear more attractive than they do
against a white background.
• Unrelated physiological arousal – ex. individuals who just walked across a high, narrow bridge
(inducing sympathetic arousal) leads to an increased rating of woman.
o Why? During both attraction and unrelated physiological arousal, sympathetic arousal
occurs (ex. fast heartbeat) – our brain unconsciously misattributes the sympathetic
arousal as attraction.

Similarity
How similar someone is to us is huge predictor of attraction.
Similarity bias (or ‘homophily’) – the tendency for people to form relationships and ‘like’ people are
similar to them on any level:
• Ex. common attitudes, beliefs, interests, values
• Ex. common age, race, religion, economic status/educational level
• Ex. common physical features (i.e. people who ‘look like’ us)
•

On the flip side, this also implies that we will not befriend people who are different from us –
the same force that helps pull people together may actually cause them to exclude individuals.

Evidence from a study:
• Participants were told they were going to be playing a game with another student.
• Participants were split into two conditions:
o 1. Participant shown a picture of the other student (which was actually a confederate
actor)
o 2. Participant shown a picture of the other student (confederate) but with some of their
own facial features mapped onto it.
▪ Results showed that the individual was more likely to cooperate and trust with
the other player when the other player has similar facial feature as to his own.
Other experiments have found similar findings:
• More likely to think individual is attractive when their facial features are morphed with their
own.
• More likely to vote for political candidates whose photographs have been changed to include
our own facial features.
• Similarity can help people stay together. Does it help them stay together? Research has shown
yes.
Perceived similarity – the perception that you are similar to your SO, when in reality these similarities
may simply be perceptions and not truth, formed due to a convergence/alignment of interests and
beliefs over time (causing you and your SO to become similar over time)
• Couples may stay together because they think they are similar.

Misc. terms:
Projection Bias
• Assumption that others think just like us (ex. share the same beliefs)
False consensus bias
• Assumption that others think just like us (ex. share the same beliefs) + agree with us
• An (incorrect) assumption that a consensus of beliefs and agreement exists on matters.

Harlow Monkey Experiments
The Harlow monkey experiments were used to study the close bond of attachment that exists between
a mother and child.
• Separated monkeys from mothers at young age (controversial today), then given choice
between 2 substitute mothers (vaguely monkey-shaped structures) that were placed in cage
with baby monkey.
o Wire mother – chicken wire wrapped in cylinder with a feeding-tube in the middle.
▪ The wire mother provides food
o Cloth mother – soft cloth blanket around it
▪ The cloth mother provides comfort
o Baby monkeys overwhelmingly preferred to cloth mother, spending a large majority of
their time clinging to her.
o If they had to eat, they would try to do so while staying attached to cloth mother.
o Cloth mother acts as a secure base – eventually monkey is comfortable enough to
explore world/cage on its own, because it knows cloth mother will still be there.
▪ If the monkey became anxious, it would come back to cloth mother.
• These results show that the basis of attachment between mother and child is due to comfort
rather than food, as it was originally thought.

Secure and Insecure Attachment
Young babies are happy to be passed around, but then around 8 months stranger anxiety sets in.
• Child ends up being wary of strangers and even people they know.
o ex. If baby doesn’t see grandma often, they might not want to be held by even her.
o ex. Some babies will not develop a strong bond with their caregiver (ex. full-time care of
child for families with working parents)
However, not all babies develop stranger anxiety:
• Mary Ainsworth’s Strange Situation – an experiment performed to try to understand why some
babies develop stranger anxiety while others don’t. This research focused on mother-child
interactions primarily (rather than child-caregiver relationships).
o Experiment:
▪ 1. Mother and child in room with a stranger. Child was allowed to explore.
Neither stranger nor mother interact with the child
• Purpose: Would the child explore the space?
▪ 2. Mother quietly leaves the room without drawing attention to herself. Child is
left alone with stranger.
• Purpose: What is child’s response when mother leaves (does child keep
playing or does child start crying)?
▪ 3. Mother returns. Mother + stranger + stranger in the room once again.
• Purpose: What is the child’s response when mother returns (are they
happy, sad about her return, or do they ignore her)?
o Researchers found children could be split into 2 groups:
▪ Secure attachment (60% of children)
• 1. Child was secure with parent and explored room, might have stayed
with mother and eventually explored room (i.e. child might walk back to
mother at times or look back at mother, but was relatively comfortable
exploring)
• 2. When parent left, child became really distressed/upset
• 3. When parent comes back, they would go to the mother and be happy
▪ Insecure attachment (40% of children)
• 1. Children cling to mother, and stayed with mother and did not
explore.
• 2. When mother left became upset/distress
• 3. Distress did not go away when she came back.
• Other insecurely attached children showed avoidant behaviours,
meaning that they were not upset when she left the room and were
indifferent to her when she returned.

What causes some children to have secure attachment while others have insecure attachment?
• Parenting style
o Children who have mothers that are sensitive and responsive have secure attachment
o Children who have mothers that are insensitive and unresponsive have insecure
attachment
▪ Insensitive parenting does not mean child abuse/neglect.
o

Difference in parenting style can be observed in a parent looking at her phone when a
child starts calling for attention – does the mother continue to look at the phone
(unresponsive) or do they stop looking at their phone (responsive)

o

Parenting style can have long-term effects after childhood – early attachment style
forms the basis of the child’s relationships later in life
▪ Intimacy and relationships:
• Secure attachment with mothers leads to secure attachment and trust
with partner as an adult.
• Insecure attachment with mother leads to anxiety with partners as
adults, and adult may avoid being too attached to any one person.
▪ Attachment to own children later in life
• Secure attachment people tend to have secure attachments with their
children
• Insecure attachment people tend to have insecure attachments with
their children.

Misc. other notes on parenting styles:
o Permissive (Indulgent)
▪ Non-directive and lenient.
▪ Few behavioral expectations for child.
o Authoritative
▪ Strict but consistent and loving
▪ Pragmatic and issue-oriented (deals with issues sensibly and realistically in a
practical manner)
• Willing to listen and consider child’s arguments.
▪ Balance responsibility/discipline with the rights of the child.
▪ ‘Best’
o Authoritarian
▪ Very strict, to the point of breaking the will of the child.
▪ Focus on punishment.

Aggression
Aggression – any physical or verbal behavior intended to harm or destroy.
▪ ex. Punching someone (physical behaviour)
▪ ex. Spreading a malicious rumor (verbal behaviour)
Aggression and aggressive behavior can be explained by a combination of all 3 of the following factors
working together:
• 1) Biology:
o Genes
▪ Evidence: identical twins are more similar in terms of their levels of aggression
as compared to fraternal twins
▪ Evidence: animals can be bred for aggression
o Brain structure
▪ No one brain spot controls for aggression but there are circuits in brain can
inhibit/facilitate aggression.
• Amygdala (part of limbic system) facilitates our fear response, and
when stimulated triggers aggressive behavior.
• Frontal lobe is responsible for planning, decision making, and
importantly impulse control, and correlation studies have shown
criminals have decreased frontal lobe activity
o Testosterone (denoted as ‘T’ below)
▪ T is a hormone released by testes in men and ovaries in women.
▪ Young men have the most T, explaining why they tend to be more aggressive
than women or old people.
▪ High levels of T can lead to aggression, muscle building, wider faces (rather than
long and round), irritability, assertiveness, impulsiveness, and low tolerance for
frustration.
▪ Drugs that reduce levels of T tend to reduce aggressive tendencies.
•

2) Psychological:
o Frustration-aggression principle – the idea that frustration creates anger which can
spark aggression.
▪ Frustration → Anger → Aggression
▪ Almost anything can cause frustration, ex. physical pain, presence of crowd,
high temperatures (explaining the link between violent crimes and hot weather)
o Reinforcement-modeling – aggression as the result of behavioural reinforcement.
▪ Parents giving in to demands of the child during temper tantrums leads to more
temper tantrums in future.
o Observational learning – ex. parents who show aggression towards each other (ex.
yell/hit each other) in front of a child can lead to the child using this as a model and
picking up on the behavior

•

3) Socio-cultural
o Deindividuation – People act more aggressively when they are deindividualized (i.e.
when they gain an anonymous status)
▪ Ex. Groups (such as riots) or online.

o

Social scripts aka behavioural scripts – a sequence (‘instructions’ provided by society) of
expected behaviours of how to act in a particular situation, used by people when they
are in new situations
▪ Aggressive behaviour may be based upon a social script taken from a violent
video games.

Altruism
Altruism – the principle or practice of concern for the welfare of others (selflessness)
• Altruism is beneficial not only to society but also to the individuals themselves:
o Studies have a found connection between volunteerism and future health and wellbeing, life satisfaction, and decreased risk for depression/anxiety.
Types of altruistic behavior:
• Kin selection - people act more altruistically to close/kin than distant/non-kin people.
o Even subtle cues indicating kinship may increase altruistic behaviour
▪ Ex. People sharing last names, especially if the last names are rare.
▪ Ex. Morphing someone else’s face with features of our own causes us to
increase the trust we have for that other person.
o Is this behavior truly altruistic if it gives us an evolutionary advantage, to pass on our
genes (the genes of those closest to us)? Is it really altruism if we are helping select for
genes of our kin?
• Reciprocal altruism - people are likely to be more cooperative if they know that they will
interact with that person again in the future. This is a form of giving with the expectation of
future reward.
o We feel more obliged to help someone else if they have helped us.
o This is why charities send out small gifts to their donors. By helping you out now, they
hope you respond by giving them a larger gift in the future.
• Cost signalling – people will engage in altruistic acts (cost) to convey or communicate a signal
about themselves, particularly that they have resources or are elevated in status
o Ex. Individuals who are elevated in status have more resources and capacity to act
altruistically. For example, a rich man may donate a large sum of money (altruistic
behaviour) such that they are more likely to be respected or trusted (since people have
more trust in those that they know have acted altruistically in the past)
o Ex. A nomad hunter generously shares his the meat of his kill indiscriminately with all
members of a large group to draw favourable social attention that can improve the
hunter’s reputation and subsequently increase his success in acquiring mates and allies.
It appears that in all cases, altruism has ulterior motive (an extrinsic reason for doing the altruistic act
that goes beyond just simply concerning the welfare of others)
• There is always a ‘reason’ for this apparently ‘wasteful’ altruistic behaviour, and it is not as
selfless as it first seems
o ex. volunteering at a hospital (but doing so because it looks good of med applications)
o ex. giving your tribe meat from your kill to look like the ‘good guy’

Other explanations for altruistic behaviours:
•

Empathy-Altruism Hypothesis – suggests some people are altruistic due to empathy.
o More empathic = more likely to engage in altruistic behaviors.

•

Early developmental trajectories suggest that altruistic (‘helping’) behaviors begin early and
thus may be part of our innate behaviour, rather than behaviour with an ulterior motive
o Some newborns cry when other newborns cry (perhaps because they are recognizing
that the other baby is in distress).
o By age 2, children sharing toys and ‘play act’ helping behaviours.
o By age 4, children begin actual helping behaviours.

Social Support
Social support network is from more than just friends and family – it is huge and includes anyone that
we might reach out to in a time of stress (friends, family, pets, coworkers, partners, community
organizers, healthcare workers, people online, etc.)
Social support is a major determinant of health and well-being.
• Good social support → Better at dealing with stress → less mental health issues, more likely to
behave in healthy behaviors (ex. exercising, not smoking)
• Poor social support → Less capable at dealing with stress → more symptoms related to
depression/anxiety, more mental disorders, more likely to have alcohol and drug problems,
higher risk of deaths from cancer and heart disease.
There are 5 kinds of social support:
• 1) Emotional support – affection, love, trust, caring. The type that involves listening and
emphasizing. Can include physical support (hugs/pats on back).
o Provided by those closest to you (family/close friends)
• 2) Esteem support – expressions of confidence/encouragement. Things people say to let you
know they believe in you.
o Can come from family and friends but also therapists, teachers, coaches.
• 3) Informational support – sharing information with us or giving us advice.
o Can come from family/friends or even articles online.
• 4) Tangible/Instrumental support – financial assistance/support, material goods, or services.
Taking some of your responsibilities so you can deal with other problems.
o Can come from a bank, people who bring you dinner when you’re sick, or lend you
money between jobs.
• 5) Companionship support – the type that gives someone a sense of social belonging. Simply
just companionship while you engage in an activity.

New section – Social Interactions
Status
(Social) Status – a person’s social position in society.
• Each person has many statuses at once (ex. one individual can be a son, student, and friend, all
at once)
• Social status effects the type of interactions we have
o In some situations, people have an equal social status:
▪ ex. you and your friend, you feel comfortable talking things out
o In some situations, people do not have an equal social status:
▪ Inferior (ex. student with professor – you are submissive/respectful, and less
negotiate)
▪ Superior (ex. member with president of an organization – members are
respectful of the president, president has control over the members, and the
members respect you more so)
Ascribed status – the social status a person is assigned at birth or assumed involuntary later in life. It is a
status that is neither earned nor chosen, but assigned.
• May be based on gender, race, ethnic backgrounds, or family origins (ex. being born a prince of
a royal family)
Achieved status – the social status that is earned through voluntary actions that reflect personal skills,
abilities, and efforts.
• Ex. being an Olympic athlete, a father, a firefighter, a criminal.
Master status – the social status of greatest importance in a person’s life
• Ex. if a woman feels that her role as a mother is more important than her role as a woman or as
a daughter, etc., then ‘mother’ is her master status, and she is more likely to identify herself as a
mother and to identify with other people who label themselves as mothers too.

Role Strain and Role Conflict
Status is the social position (ex. mother)
vs.

Roles are the actions a person performs in their status (ex. a mother’s role is to be nurturing and caring)
Role strain – an inability to carry out all of the necessary obligations (roles) of a one particular status
• Within one status – a strain within that one status.
• Causes an individual to be ‘pulled’ in many directions by one status
• ex. a student has to write two papers, complete five reading assignments, give a speech, and
submit two lab reports in one week.
Role conflict – conflict/tension between the roles of two or more different statuses
• Across multiple statuses – a ‘conflict’ between different statuses

•
•

Occurs when there are incompatible role expectations across different social statuses that a
person occupies – the different statuses compete for that person’s time and resources.
ex. a person trying to balance the statuses of employee and caregiver.
o “You work too much and don’t spend enough time with the kids”

Role exit – when a person stops engaging in a role previously central to their identity and undergoes the
process of establishing a new identity.
• Ex. when a person retires from a long career and must transition from the role of worker with
deadlines and responsibilities to a leisurely life

Primary and Secondary Groups
Social group – identify with the group, and the group gives us a sense of belonging (ex. religious group,
ethnic group, workplace colleague group, sports teams, etc.)
▪ Differs from aggregates (temporary grouping of people in a space but with no sense of group
belonging, ex. being in a crowd at a crowded supermarket)
▪ Differs from categories (similar characteristics but no sense of group belonging, ex. people over
6 ft, people who wear glasses).
Social groups can be divided into either primary groups or secondary groups:
Primary groups – groups that contain people that you share a close or intimate relationship with, and
are usually long-term
o Ex. close friends, childhood friends, family members, long-term relationships.
o Primary groups give a sense of belonging, shared identity, loyalty, and care
o The value of the group is just being a part of the group itself – you are not in it for some sort
of goal.
o You often meet with those of your primary group face to face and you know a lot about
their lives.
o These close relationships w/ primary group is often seen as a source of close human
feeling/emotion (love, cooperation, and concern)
o The first primary group you are a part of is actually your family, since you are born into it.
o Primary Group vs. In-Group:
▪ Primary group – your core social group
• Parents, close friends from childhood, long term relationships
• Have a great social impact on the individual.
▪ In-group – a group you are affiliated with based on identification
• Could be ethnicity, nationality, gender, religion, etc.
Secondary groups – formal, impersonal, temporary, and business-like relationships, based on a specific
purpose/goal and usually short-term.
o “Formal impersonal groups”
o Usually short-term

o

o

You are only part of the group to accomplish a task, as a means to an end (means to an end
= any action (the means) carried out for the sole purpose of achieving something else (an
end))
▪ ex. being part of a work group to earn money
May engage in a few goal-directed activities with these people
▪ ex. attending a lunch meeting to talk business.

Example: wedding party
• Primary group members:
o Bridal party who sit with the bride and groom, consisting of close friends who have
known the bride/groom for a long time or are close family friends.
o Teammates of the groom who the groom played football in college and spent countless
hours practicing with each other (primary group of the husband)
o Neighborhood of the bride who are really close to each other (went to the beach, had
cookouts, and the neighborhood was a giant community) (primary group of the wife)
• Secondary group:
o Work partners of the bride’s parents, other acquaintances (invited to keep strong
relationships in the future)
o Distant family (invited to avoid family drama and/or avoid people’s feelings from being
hurt)

Ethnocentrism and Cultural Relativism – In Group and Out Group
•

See notes above

Dramaturgical Approach
Dramaturgy (Erving Goffman)
• Dramaturgy – the process whereby people plan their conduct and want to guide and control
how they’re seen such that they can put forth the best presentation of themselves that they can
o This leads people to act differently in public than when they are alone.
o Says that the self is a dramatic effect emerging from the immediate scene being
presented (and is dependent on time, place, and audience)
Dramaturgical approach (theory):
• Goffman uses theatre as a metaphor to explain dramaturgy.
•

2 main parts of dramaturgy:
o Front stage – how people act in a social setting.
▪ ex. guy watches hockey with his friends even if he doesn’t like hockey, and tells
them that he loves hockey.
▪ He is manipulating how he’s seen to gain/make friends.

o

▪ “Putting on a front and acting for an audience”
▪ People act in accordance with the expectations of their audience.
Back stage – more private area of our lives, when the act is over.
▪ You can be yourself. You can do what you feel makes you comfortable.
▪ Some things come out backstage that maybe nobody knows about, few people
who are close to you might know about some things in your backstage
▪ ex. guy who said he loved watching hockey might come home and like watching
cooking shows, cooking nice meals, hanging out with his cat. Nobody knows this
about him.

Impression management – our attempt to control how others see us on the front stage
o We do this because we want to be viewed in a positive way.
▪ ex. at an important soccer game that has scouts, a soccer player would want to showcase
himself in the best light possible, wearing the flashiest pair of cleats and trying to perform
their best to show off their skills.
o There are multiple social situations which require different ‘scripts’ from you as an actor and thus
there are multiple front stages, and you have to play a different frontstage role every time.
▪ ex. front stage as a football team captain (has to get people fired up), front stage as a
volunteer on weekends (before calm and relaxing for the patients), front stage as a student
in chemistry class (he needs to get a letter of recommendation from his prof to get into grad
school, so he pretends to be interested in professors research and gives impression he is a
curious student).
Only one back stage, but multiple front stages that depend on the social situation that we are in.

Backstage is where you work on impression management.
o ex. put on makeup, look in mirror and try different outfits
o The ‘training area’ for impression management

Organizations and Bureaucratization
Organizations – institutions designed for a specific purpose or collective goal, and try to achieve
maximum efficiency.
o ex. Royal Mail (purpose: deliver mail)
o ex. McDonalds (purpose: provide food)
o ex. Bell Aliant (purpose: provide phone and internet access)
•

•

•

Utilitarian Organizations – members are paid/rewarded for their efforts
o ex. businesses
o ex. government jobs
o ex. universities (receive diploma in exchange for your time and money).
o Utilitarian = designed to be useful or practical rather than attractive (think of word
‘utensil’, has a useful and practical purpose)
▪ Or think you need to be paid to pay for the utilities (heat, water, etc.)
Normative Organizations – members come together through shared goals, and have a positive
sense of unity and purpose
o ex. religious groups
o ex. MADD (Mothers against Drunk Driving).
Coercive Organizations – members have no choice but to be a member. Organization are
usually highly structured and have very strict rules
o ex. prison
o ex. military (in a sense that once you’re in, you need to be discharged to leave).
o Getting ‘coerced’ into doing something means forced into doing something

Organizations achieve maximum efficiency through bureaucracy
• Bureaucracy – the rules, structures, and rankings that guide organizations.
o In the context of sociology, bureaucracy shouldn’t necessarily be viewed with a negative
connotation – bureaucracy and its processes aren’t always a bad thing.
• Bureaucratization - process by which organizations become increasingly governed by laws and
policy.
o ex. how customer service has changed over the last 10 years – you used to call and be
talking directly to a human representative, but now because of the process of
bureaucratization, the phone line brings you to 12 menu options that you must navigate
through before reaching someone to help you.
• Iron rule of oligarchy – even the most democratic of organizations become more bureaucratic
over time, until they’re eventually governed by an oligarchy (a small group of people having
control over a country, organization, or institution).
o Why?
▪ Conflict theory would suggest that when a person gains a leadership role in an
organization, they have a vested interest in to maintain the power.
▪ Its also possible that those who achieve power might have skills or knowledge
that make them valuable leaders
• McDonaldization – describes how the policies of fast food organizations have come to dominate
other organizations in society.

o

ex. Principles of efficiency, calculability, predictability, uniformity, and control have
come to dominated everything, from medicine to sporting events to entertainment.
▪ ex. movie theatres all look and work similarly, with same concession stands look
same, carry same brands and same popular movies, with same seating
arrangements, same pre-show entertainment, look the same, and number of
screens is the same. All ticket systems now the same (especially online) too.

Characteristics of an Ideal Bureaucracy
Max Weber (sociologist) studied structure of organizations and found 5 main characteristics of an ideal
bureaucracy, regardless of goal of organization (organization can be for business, charity, etc.).
•

Division of labour (specialization by individual) – people are trained to do specific tasks.
o Ex. Building administrators don’t teach classes at university and professors are not
responsible for building maintenance.
o Pros:
▪ Increased efficiency.
o Cons:
▪ Increase alienation in workers, separating them from other workers
▪ Workers don’t get see work from beginning to end, which can lead to less job
satisfaction and overall less productivity.
▪ Can lead to trained incapacity – workers are so specialized in tasks they lose
touch with overall picture, and the worker is unable to think/possess skills
beyond their specific task.

•

Hierarchy of organization – each position is under supervision of higher authority. Not all
people of an organization are equal.
o Pros:

o

▪
Con:
▪
▪
▪

Clarify who’s in command
Deprives people of voice in decision making (especially of those lower in chain
of command)
Can allow people to fail to take responsibility, especially in unethical tasks (ex. “I
was just following orders”).
Allows individuals to hide mistakes (often serious mistakes since no one person
interacts with all members).

•

Written rules and regulations
o Pros:
▪ Clear expectations
▪ Uniform performance
▪ Equal treatment of all employees
▪ Sense of unity/continuity to organization (laws/structures of organization stay
same as members come/go)
o Con
▪ Stiffens creativity, discourages employees from taking initiative.
▪ Goal displacement (rules become more important than goals of organization,
goals get displaced)

•

Impersonality – how individuals and officials conduct activities in unbiased manner
o Pros:
▪ Equal treatment
o Con:
▪ Alienation
▪ Discourages loyalty to the group

•

Employment based on technical qualifications – hiring is based only on the qualifications the
person has with no favouritism/personal rivalries
o Pro
▪ Decrease discrimination
o Con
▪ Decrease ambition (only do what is necessary to secure job and do nothing
more).
▪ Leads to Peter Principle – every employee in hierarchy keeps getting promoted
until they reach level of incompetence (i.e. they will fail to ever get promoted to
a positions beyond their skillset because the promotion is based on current
performance not capability in the future position)

New section – Biological explanations of social behavior in animals
Animal Behavior: Foraging
One of most important animal behaviors is foraging - the search for food in animal’s environment
(includes both looking for food and the act of stalking prey).
Cost-benefit analysis associated with foraging:
o Cost – going out to get food can use up time and energy.
o Benefit – animal can survive and reproduce
▪ Goal is to get highest energy yield while expending least amount of energy.
2 main foraging strategies
• 1) Solitary foraging – animal looks for food by itself (ex. tigers)
• 2) Group foraging – animals look for food in groups.
o In group foraging, foraging is based on the behavior of both the animal and those
around it.
o Benefit of this strategy is that animals can take down larger/more aggressive prey and
everyone can benefit (ex. lions)
o However, group foraging can lead to competition within a group if food is scarce.
Foraging behavior is driven strongly by genetics, but can also be gained through learning
o ex. young primates learn to forage by copying adults, which teaches how to hunt and what
kinds of things they should be hunting.

Animal Communication
Humans communicate with each other in a number of ways:
• Language (communicates ideas, thoughts, feelings, and responses using verbal language)
• Non-verbal cues (communication using facial expression or body language, ex. communication
happiness through a smile).
• Visual cues (communication using colours and signs, ex. wearing lots of dark eye-liner and metal
band t-shirts communicates things about yourself)
Other animals have ways of communicating as well, not with language but with many non-verbal cues
and visual cues, and other types of cues that are not used by humans
Who are animals communicating with?
• Themselves (via autocommunication)
o ex. bats use echolocation to send out sound waves, which hits an object and is sent back
as an echo, which the bat then uses to gain information about what is in its environment
• Members of same species (conspecifics)
• Members of other species (heterospecifics)
o Ex. some frogs use bright colors to signal to other animals that they are toxic and that
they should not eat them.
o Ex. cats communicates with a human when they are hungry

What are animals trying to communicate? What is the main function of animal communication?
• Mating rituals
o ex. tropical birds using bright colors, complicated dances, and specific verbal calls to
gain mates.
• Establish &/ defend territory
o ex. Birds get territorial when they lay eggs.
• Signal dominance or submission
o ex. dogs have a stance to indicate who came out on top after a fight.
• Convey information about food location
o ex. cockerels make a high pitch noise to convey information to his hens about the
location of food.
• Alarm calls
o ex. altruistic ground hogs use noises to warn conspecifics about predators
Anthropomorphism – attributing human characteristics to non-human animals.
• We can interpret and describe meaning to action of animals but we can’t be certain if we are
correct about these interpretations or if we are just being anthropomorphistic, since we can’t
actually speak to the animals.
o ex. pet sleeping with you at night and you can assume that they love you
(anthropomorphistic assumption) but maybe they are just sleeping with you for your
body heat.

Types of Animal Communication
Sound
• Sound can convey a lot of information even though they do not have language
o ex. mating calls, warning/alarm sounds
• Not always produced by mouth of an animal
o ex. crickets rub legs together to make a noise that attracts mates
o ex. rattlesnake gives a warning signal via shake of his tail
• Sound as communication is useful because it’s fast, can reach many members at once, but
disadvantageous in a sense that it’s not very private and exposes the animal’s location
Chemical signals/Olfactory Signals
• Gain information from the environment through chemical signals or smells.
o ex. dogs urinating to mark their territory.
• They can so release pheromones, which are chemical signals that are most often for
communication in mating but can be used to guide other members to food (ex. ants).
• Chemical signals tend to be a lot slower than sound, but a lot longer lasting.
o Because of this long-lasting effect, chemical signals are considered “noisy” – a lot of
chemical signals can be found in a given area at any given time.
Somatosensory communication
• Communication through touch and movement.
• ex. mating rituals involving ‘dances’

•
•
•
•
•

ex. bees using movement to convey food location
ex. birds cuddling and pruning their mates to convey pair/group bonding
ex. dogs use facial expressions (show teeth) and body language (stance) to convey emotion, or
perk up its ears if alarmed.
Seismic communication – conveying information through mechanical vibrations of a substrate
o ex. movement of bug in spider’s web signals to spider to find it
o ex. elephants communicating over long distances using low-pitched rumbles
Electro-communication – conveying information by generating an electric field
o Ex. weakly electric fishes
o These cues can be detected by predators (e.g. sharks) and used as a way to find food
too.

Visual cues
• ex. peacock extends elaborate ornament tail feathers to attract a peahen),
• ex. frogs use color to signal they are toxic to other animals)
• ex. Mimicry (ex. monarch butterflies are poisonous to birds and colored in a specific way, but
viceroy butterflies that are not poisonous to birds use same pattern/colors (they mimic) the
monarch butterfly and this provides the butterfly lots of protection).
• ex. Camouflage (an example of a visual cues that is used to NOT communicate, ex. chameleons
looking to avoid confrontation).
• Bioluminescent communication (ex. fireflies glow to attract mate) (ex. angler fish uses a
deceptive light to lure its prey)
• Gaze following or other social cues (ex. looking where another animal is looking – a silent way
to signal the location of food or a predator)

Mating Behavior and Inclusive Fitness
Mating is the pairing of opposite sex organisms for purpose of reproduction and propagation of genetic
material.
Mating behaviour includes the actual act of mating plus the other behaviours associated with it (ex.
mating ritual before mating, nest building and feeding the young after mating)
Various mating strategies exist:
• 1) Random mating – all individuals within a species are equally likely to mate with each other.
Mating is not influenced by environment/heredity or any behavioral/social limitation. Ensures a
large amount of genetic diversity.
• 2) Assortative Mating – non-random mating where individuals with certain phenotypes,
genotypes, similarities, or physical appearance tend to mate with each other at a higher
frequency
o ex. large animals mate with large animals and small animals mate with small animals.
o Can result in inbreeding which is a problem that occurs if animals are too genetically
similar mate. Tends can be harmful to species overall, since it increases the likelihood of
harmful recessive traits being passed on to offspring.

•

3) Dis-assortative Mating – non-random mating where individuals with different or diverse traits
mate with a higher frequency
o ex. mating between two partners based on differences in their MHC

Which strategy is best? Scientists think assortative mating, because despite the dangers of inbreeding,
this method of mating helps increase the inclusive fitness of an organism.
• Inclusive fitness – the ability of an individual organism to pass on its genes to the next
generation, taking into account the shared genes passed on by the organism's close relatives.
o This inclusive fitness concept can explain why we a predisposed to be helpful/altruistic
of those who are similar to us.

Evolutionary Game Theory
Game theory usually tries to predict the behaviors and decisions that we would expect to see when
individuals are playing a game.
• It looks at decisions that the individual makes that affects them (ex. decision to put a house on a
wheat field in the board game Settlers of Catan), but also decisions that the individual makes
that affects other players (ex. decision to put the Robber on a heavily populated 8 in Settlers of
Catan) (ex. trades that the players are going to make)
• The strategy of each individual depends on strategy exhibited by other players.
Game theory is usually talked about in reference to decision making, but can also use it for evolution
and animal behavior:
Evolutionary theory tells us those who have the best fit to their environment will survive and pass on
their genes to their offspring, and those genes will become more common in successive generations.
• When relating game theory to evolutionary theory, the following two considerations are
important:
o Reproduction, since it can’t happen in isolation and it needs to involve others
o Environment, both social and physical, since organisms often need to work with each
other to find food, raise young, deal with predators.
• Thus, some of the fitness of an individual organism depends on how well the individual’s
behaviour matches up with the behavior of the group
Evolutionary game theory considers life as the game in game theory. What strategies would you expect
to see from the players (evolving populations)?
• Evolution tests alternative strategies for the ability to survive and reproduce
• Predicts that the ‘players’ are concerned not only with the availability of their own resources
but also with their own social behavior (since so much of their well being and mating success
relies on others)
• Major similarity between evolutionary game theory and general game theory – the strategy of
each individual depends on strategy exhibited by other players too
• Important differences between to two:
o Game theory involves intention, or cases where the participants are actively reasoning
about behaviours/strategies of others.

▪

•

Evolutionary game theory is different in this sense because it is applying this
theory to situations where there might not be any overall conscious intention
on the part of players.

Evolutionary game theory helps us predict the evolutionarily stable traits/strategies
(behaviours that will persist in the population once present) that we would expect to see in a
population, and why
o ex. Altruism – 2 groups of monkeys, one selfish and one not. Selfish group doesn’t alarm
others of predators. Non-selfish group alerts others, leading to overall success of the
group over time. Making a call at their own expense is sometimes good (the one who
makes the call might not survive, but those similar to it can be helped…this is better
strategy for inclusive fitness)

P/S (9 – Society and Culture)

Section – Social Structures

Macrosociology vs. Microsociology
Sociology – the study of the development, structure, and functioning of human society (& the study of
social problems)
• Microsociology – ex. face to face interactions, families, schools, other social interactions.
o Looks at how individual interactions affect larger groups in society.
▪ How individuals –––influence–––> the big picture
o An interpretive analysis of the society whereby just a sample of society is considered
o ex. look at how family dynamics affect the expression of prejudiced attitudes in society
o Theories from a microperspective:
▪ Symbolic interactionism – focuses on the individual and the significance they
give to objects, events, symbols, etc. in their lives.
• Detailed later
•

MACROsociology – large scale perspective, looking at big phenomena that affect a big portion
of the population.
o Looking for patterns and effects (ex. broad social trends in cities, statistical data) that
the big picture (ex. social structure, institutions, whole civilizations/populations) has on
the lives on small groups.
▪ How the big picture –––influences–––> individuals
o Deals with matters like poverty, war, health care, world economy
o Theories from a macroperspective:
▪ Functionalism – looks at society as a whole and how institutions that make up
the society adapt to keep society stable and functioning.
• Detailed later
▪ Conflict theory – the idea society is made of institutions that benefit the
powerful and create inequalities. Large groups of people are at odds with each
other until the conflict is resolved and a new social order is created with equally
distributed power
• Detailed later

Social Institutions – Introduction
Institutions are essential parts of a society that function to meet the needs of society
• Institutions rely on groups of individuals but not any one particular individual, and continue to
function even when an individual is gone
• ex. police stations, hospitals, businesses, social structures, governments, families, schools, laws,
religion
There is an ‘imbalance’ between individuals and institutions:
• Institution can create rules that impact all of society by guiding what we do and imposing
structure on how to behave. Thus, individuals rely on social institutions.
o On the flipside, institutions also rely on individuals, but not any one specific individual,
just a group of contributing individuals. Each individual is very replaceable.
• Institutions are created by individuals but continue even after an individual is gone, so in the
absence of one particular individual, no real changes occur to the institution
o On the flipside, without institution, major changes occur to an individual.
Institutions are simply a form for filling a particular societal NEED
• Institutions meet the need of a society by filling expected roles and behaviours
o For example, the need for people (who are required for a society to continue) is fulfilled
by the institution of family, because family ensures that there will be people to carry on
the next generation
o For example, the need for health (which is required to keep the people in society
healthy) is fulfilled by the institution of medicine
o For example, the need for innovation and progress is fulfilled by the institution of
university
Two views of institutions
• Conservative view – institutions are natural, positive by-products of human nature.
o ex. institution of hospitals forms naturally from the activities of humans, and naturally
benefits them (positive)
• Progressive view – institutions are artificial creations that are potentially negative and need to
be redesigned if they are not helpful.
o ex. businesses

Social Institutions – Education, Family, Religion
The institution of education, family, and religion each play a fundamental role in creating and
supporting society, and each shape the individual in that society.
Education – includes schools & universities, but also much more than meets the eye:
• Hidden curriculum – features lessons which are a side effect of an education, lessons learned
but not openly intended, such as the transmission of norms, values, and beliefs conveyed in the
classroom and the social environment
o ex. how we learn how to stand in line, wait our turn, and treat our peers.
o ex. how we might internalize social inequalities (ex. if boys and girls are treated
differently by their teachers).
• Expectations of teachers affects how students learn
o Teachers tend to get what they expect from their students (i.e. expectations are met)
o Teachers put students in categorizations with different expectations, but what if
categorization is wrong? The student might then only meet the teacher’s expectations
rather than exceeding them and reaching their true potential.
• Educational segregation and stratification
o Schools are funded through property taxes, which is why different districts are funded
differently
o Schools is lower income districts will often get less funding than those in affluent
neighborhoods, resulting in a residential segregation of education.
Family – defined by many forms of kinship, including marriage, blood, or adoption.
• Different family values go hand-in-hand with different social obligations to the family and to
the economy
o ex. rural families were production based, so large families were beneficial (‘farm hands’)
o ex. urban families are consumption based, so large family means more strain on
resources.
▪ Thus, urbanization comes with changes in expectations on family roles and child
care.
• Family forms are diverse, and there is no one uniform type
o ex. married couple, generation skips, single parents, step family, gay couples
• Marriage
o Traditionally, marriage was a life-long bond
o However, in the current day US, people having multiple marriages is more common
(serial monogamy – monogamous relationships in series).
o This means that divorce has become more common, which creates tension (particularly
when a parent remarries, or during custody battles).
• Child abuse – sometimes physical but more commonly through neglect (i.e. child’s basic needs
aren’t met – child has a lack of supervision, poor nutrition, insufficient clothing, etc.)
• Elder abuse – family isn’t ready for responsibility of taking care of elders and expense of nursing
homes, which can lead to robberies, threats, neglect of elderly members
• Spousal abuse – both physical or psychological.
o Economic issues are usually the cause.

o
o

Abuse is about controlling the victim, and limiting their support network, making it
difficult for the victim to escape the abuse.
Only difficulties escaping abuse include the fact that women’s shelters don’t always
accept children, and the social stigma around men getting abused keeps them quiet.

Religion
• How religious a person is (religiosity) can range from private beliefs, spiritual routines,
institutionalized religion, celebrating certain holidays, reading a spiritual book, daily praying,
etc.
• Churches – established religious bodies in a larger society (ex. Roman catholic church)
• Sects – a group of people with somewhat different religious beliefs from those of a larger group
to which they belong, and therefore break away from the traditional church (ex. Amish –
traditionalist Christian church fellowships) (ex. Mormons)
• Cults – radical groups that reject values of outside society. Rise when there’s a breakdown of
societal belief systems, but usually short-lived because they depend on an inspirational leader
who will only live so long.
• Religion has been effected by social change:
o Modernization – the processes of adapting something to modern needs or habits, which
is leading to less emphasis on religion, which itself leads to:
▪ Secularization – the weakening of the social and political power of religious
organizations as religious involvement declines.
• “A process in which religion loses social and cultural significance – as a
result, the role of religion in modern societies becomes restricted”
o Fundamentalism – a reaction to secularization, when people go back to upholding belief
in the strict, literal interpretation of scripture.

Social Institutions – Government, Economy, Health and Medicine
Government – governments are given the power and authority to manage the country
• Democracy – government takes into account the will of the people in terms of law making and
choosing officials.
• Dictatorships – autonomous ruling, authority is demanded by an individual without the consent
of citizens. Obedience to the authority is a must
• Communism – classless, moneyless community where the community owns all property.
• Monarchy – government embodied by a single person, king/queen is the figurehead.
Economy
• Capitalism – motivated by profits, and features private ownership of production with a market
economy based on supply and demand.
• Socialism – motivated by what benefits society as whole, and features common ownership of
production that focuses on human needs and economic demands.
o Production, distribution, and exchange is owned or regulated by the community as a
whole

Functionalist – the division of labour in the government and economy in which everyone is
required to have responsibility in society.
• Interestingly, we value different types of labour differently.
o ex. Garbage men (essential to society but not well paid) not as valued as
professional athletes (non-essential but well paid).
• We value jobs that require a lot of specialization rather than jobs essential in our
society
o This creates inequalities because not everyone has access to those valued
professions due to limited education/resources.
• These disparities exist in healthcare, medicine, education, etc.
Healthcare and Medicine – medicine exists to keep people healthy.
• Medicalization – the process in which a human condition, previously considered normal, get
defined as a medical condition and become the subject of studies, diagnosis, and treatment.
o ex. mental health-type issues
▪ People are becoming over-diagnosed:
• Being sad ≠ depressed
• Inability to focus ≠ ADD
o ex. physical issues like birth (whereby women and doctors plan C-sections rather than
having natural births)
• Sick role – the expectation in society that allows you to take a break from responsibilities.
o However, if you don’t get better or return to your role in society, you’re viewed as
deviant and harmful to society.
• Delivery of healthcare
o There are massive inequalities in terms of access to healthcare.
▪ We take care of elderly through Medicaid and Medicare, and children through
child health insurance programs
▪ However, the people in between (those who populate the working force) are
left behind
• When these people get sick, it can seriously effect society
• Affordable Care Act is trying to fix this gap, but too early to tell.
• Cost
o We spend a lot of money on healthcare without desired outcomes, because we invest a
lot more in helping people when they are already sick instead of developing and
funding preventative measures.
• Illness experience – the process of being ill, and how people cope with illness.
o Being ill can change a person’s self-identity.
▪ Ex. Diagnosis with a chronic disease can take over your life whereby every
decision revolves around the disease.
▪ Ex. Stigmas associated with certain diseases like mental illness or STDs that can
affect how others perceive you.
▪ People’s experience of disease varies too if they have access to resources like
palliative care.
• Social epidemiology – focuses on the contribution of social and cultural factors to disease
patterns in populations

o Looks at health disparities through social indicators like race, gender, and income
distribution, and how social factors affect a person’s health (SDoH).

o There is a correlation between social advantages and disadvantages and the
distribution of health and disease.

Social Theories
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Functionalism
Conflict Theory
Social Constructionism (of reality)
Symbolic Interactionism
Feminist Theory
Rational Choice Theory
(Social) Exchange Theory

Functionalism
Functionalism (or structural functionalism) – a system of thinking that looks at society from a largescale perspective (macrosociology) to understand how each of the structures and parts of society helps
keep society stable and functioning
Functionalism is based on the ideas of Emile Durkheim, who imagined a balance between institutions
and social facts
• Institutions:
o Structures that meet the needs of society
o ex. education systems, financial institutions, marriage, laws, business, military, police
force, mass-media, nongovernmental organizations, religion
• Social facts
o Ways of thinking and acting formed by the society, that existed before any one
individual and will still exist after any one individual is dead.
o Unique objects that can’t be influenced by an individual
o Have a coercive effect over the individual that are only noticed when we try to resist it.
▪ ex. the law, moral regulations, religious fates, kinship, social currents such as
suicide/birth rate
• ex. one person committing suicide has no effect of the presence of
suicide in the society (therefore the unique object of ‘suicide rate’ isn’t
influenced by an individual)
o A thing that many people do very similarly because the socialized community that they
belong to has influenced them to do these things.
o A ‘glue’ that maintains the coherence and stability of the community.

Society is dependent on the structures that create it, and all structures work together to maintain a
social equilibrium.
Every structure has a function that meets a need of society:
• Manifest functions – recognized and intended consequences of institutions
o ex. businesses provide a specialized service.
o ex. schools provide education
o ex. laws provide order
• Latent functions – unrecognized and unintended consequences of institutions
o ex. education and its hidden curriculum
o ex. businesses connect people across society
•

(Social dysfunction) – a process that has undesirable consequences and may reduce the
stability of society

Durkheim theorized how societies can stay together:
• Small societies consist of self-sufficient individuals, but are still held together by their
similarities
• Small societies evolve into large society in which individuals have become specialized and
are therefore held together by the forces of mutual interdependence (i.e. individuals all
become dependent on each other)
o Evolution of a small to a large society usually through population growth within a
limited space
▪ ex. no longer enough land for everyone to have a farm and grow their own
food, so one individual specializes and grows enough good for the entire
community. However, now this farmer doesn’t have time for other
necessities like making clothes or educating their kids, so these roles are
taken on by those who no longer have to grow food
Functionalism says that that society tries to maintain ‘equilibrium’
• A change in production/distribution/coordination will force others to adapt to maintain stable
state society (to maintain equilibrium).
o ex. In response to the rise of online shopping such as Amazon, local businesses will
adapt to new ways to cater to their customers in order to restore the balance, such as
offering online shopping options.
• Social change upsets equilibrium, and threatens the mutual interdependence of people in that
society.
o Institutions and structures adapt only just enough to compensate for the change and
maintain the stability of mutual interdependence
Pros:
▪

Useful in understanding and examining the workings of society and the functions of its integral
parts.

Criticisms:
• Functionalism focuses entirely on institutions without regard for the importance of the
individual (since nothing that an individual alone does influences the structures of society)

•

Functionalism is unable to explain social change and conflict, since it is so focussed on
equilibrium of society that little change is modelled and no conflict can occur.
o The structures of a society adapt only just enough to find stability again.

Conflict Theory
Conflict Theory focuses on inequalities of different groups in society.
• Based on ideas of Karl Marx who believed society evolved through stages:
• Feudalism -> Capitalism -> Socialism.
19th century Europe (during Karl Marx’s time) was a capitalist society
• Significant economic inequality between the factory owners (upper class) and factory workers
(lower class).
o Rich upper class (‘bourgeoisie’) were the minority population
▪ Had more power (owned the factories, and sold what they produced from
factories).
▪ Dependent on the lower class for their labour (though wouldn’t be likely to
admit this)
o Poor lower class (‘proletariat’) were the majority population
▪ Dependent on the upper class (the factory owners) to get paid
• Marx proposed a model whereby a capitalist society in which one group exploited another
group economically would eventually lead to its own destruction, and would be replaced by
socialism.
• The thesis (the existing generally accepted state, the status-quo) of the society would cause the
formation of the opposing antithesis (the reaction to the thesis, the push-back, the unrest, the
opposition to the thesis)
• In the 19th century Example:
o ex. Thesis: bourgeoisie running the factories and working class providing the labour
o ex. Antithesis: desire of working class to change the thesis, perhaps expressed as the
formation of a class consciousness to overthrow the thesis when they realized they
were being exploited.
• Thesis + antithesis can’t coexist peacefully.
o The struggle between the thesis and antithesis leads to a synthesis (a compromise
between the two groups that creates a new state)
▪ ex. Synthesis: members of the working class start to take on manager positions,
creating a new class, the ‘middle class’
o This synthesis becomes the new thesis itself, and eventually a new antithesis will form in
opposition.
o There will always be a constant struggle of tension/unrest between the two opposing
sides.
▪ ex. middle class might actually have more power than the factory owner
(thesis), and thus the factory owners might be part of a new antithesis group
that pushing against this new thesis

“Each conflict between the status quo (thesis) and its opposition (antithesis) resolves (through
synthesis) into a new status quo (thesis), which just ‘waits’ for the next source of tension (antithesis)
to come along”
▪ ex. equal rights for black people, the women’s suffrage movements, etc. were conflicts that
resolved in a new thesis.
Pros of conflict theory – helps models drastic changes that occur in a society
Criticisms of conflict theory – doesn’t explain the stability a society can experience, and doesn’t explain
how society is held together, despite some members not liking the status quo.

Other contributing figures:
▪ Ludwig Gumplowicz expanded on Marx by proposing that society is shaped by war and
conquest, and that cultural ethnic conflicts lead to certain groups becoming dominant over
others.
▪ Max Weber agreed with Karl Marx that inequalities in capitalist systems would lead to conflict,
but he did not believe that the collapse of capitalism was inevitable
o Weber introduced the idea of three independent factors (class, power, and status), all
of which could be a source of conflict (ex. a conflict over inequalities in political power
or social status)
o He also argued that argued that several factors moderate people’s reaction to
inequality.

Emile Durkheim (Functionalism) and Karl Marx, Max Weber (Conflict theory) are considered to be the
three founding fathers of sociology.

Social Constructionism (of Reality)
Social constructionism (of Reality) – a theory proposed by Luckmann and Berger that suggests that
knowledge and many other aspects of the world around us are not ‘real’ in themselves, and that they
only exist because we give them reality through social agreement and interactions
▪ People actively shape their reality such that reality is something constructed, not inherent.
▪ ex. nations, books, and money
o These are social constructs that don’t exist in the absence of human society – they are
just concepts or practices that everyone in society agrees to treat in a certain way, made
entirely from the values of the society that created them.
▪ ex. money is just paper and metal that has no inherent value other than that
that we have assigned to it
▪ ex. nations are groups of people that happen to share a language or history
▪ ex. books are just paper with scribbles

•

The concept of self is a social construct too – our identity is created by interactions with other
people, and our reactions to the other people (and to the expectations of society)

“Social constructionism depends on how the ‘society’ has ‘constructed’ the knowledge in our brains (i.e. it
is society that has given value to money, or else, physically speaking, money is just a piece of paper with
some drawing on it)”
“Social constructionism presumes that ideas (such as knowledge about health and disease) are created
through historical processes that are socially defined and culturally distinct. For example, variation in
mental illness classification across societies with different cultures suggests that such disorders are
socially constructed.”
2 types of social constructionism:
• Weak social constructionism
o Proposes that social constructs are dependent on both brute facts and institutional
facts:
▪ Brute facts (the most basic and fundamental facts, facts that act independently
of us, scientific and natural phenomena, facts that don’t rely on other facts and
can’t be explained by something else)
• ex. your laptop screen works because of charge voltages and bits of
metal, which themselves can be explained by the movement of subatomic particles (quarks). The only brute fact would be the fact that
explains quarks.
▪ Institutional facts (facts that are created by social conventions and do rely on
definition by something else or another fact)
• ex. money depends on the piece of paper that we have assigned a value
to.
• Strong social constructionism
o Extreme view that states the whole of reality is dependent on institutional facts (reality
and knowledge is entirely based on language, social habits, and social constructs) and
that are no brute facts, no facts that just ‘exist’
▪ ex. we just created the idea of quarks and the idea of everything we know to
explain them.
o “Only explains reality through the thoughts of humans, not using fundamental brute
facts”
Criticisms – (strong) social constructionism doesn’t consider the effects of natural phenomenon on
society, and has difficulties explaining those phenomena because they don’t depend on human speech
or action.
▪ ex. how could you explain a tornado without using any fundamental brute facts and only
through the thoughts of humans?

Symbolic Interactionism
Symbolic interactionism – examines small scale (microperspective) social interactions, and focusing on
how shared meaning is established among individuals or small groups.
▪ Focuses on interactions between individuals, ex. hanging out with a friend
▪ Sees society as buildup of everyday typical interactions which can be used to explain social
phenomena (ex. social order and change) in terms of the meanings that people hold when they
interact with one another.
•

•

Addresses the subjective meanings people believe to be true – meaning is the central aspect of
human behavior. Humans ascribe meanings to things, and act towards those things based on
ascribed meaning. Language allows humans to generate meaning through interactions, and
humans modify meanings to thought processes.
Particularly interested in symbols use that people use to contribute values/beliefs to others.

The theory was compiled from the teachings of George Herbert Mead
▪ Mead believed that the development of the individual was a social process, as were the
meanings individuals assigned to things.
▪ People change based on interactions with objects, events, ideas, others, and assign meaning to
things to decide how to act
Herbert Blumer continued Mead’s work and actually coined the term symbolic interactionism to
describe this theory of society. He proposed 3 principles to explain symbolic interactionism:
• (1) Actions are based on assigned meaning
o ex. seeing a tree on a hot day and going to sit under it (because we have assigned the
meaning ‘shade on a hot day’ to the tree, which influences how we act)
• (2) Assigned meaning is based on social interactions
o …and since everyone has different social interactions, different people assign different
meanings to things
o ex. someone stops by to tell us that all trees are infested with ants. For this person, the
assigned meaning of the three is ‘a breeding ground for ants’
▪ Since we have diff. assigned meanings to trees, we act differently towards them
• (3) Assigned meaning isn’t permanent
o ex. an ant now bites my back, so I might not sit under next tree I find, because trees now
have a new assigned meaning of ‘shade on a hot day with a potential for getting bit’.
Social interactions → Assigned meanings → Actions
(non-permanent)

Pros:
▪
▪
▪

Gives a different perspective to sociology that is necessary for fully understanding society
It allows us to explain of how societies can change when created and recreated by social
interactions
Gives the individual the same importance as the society as a whole.

Criticisms:
▪ Doesn’t ask same questions as large scale sociologists do.
▪ Sometimes considered as a supplemental theory instead of full theory, because it is restricted to
studying small interactions between individuals

Feminist Theory
Feminist theory:
▪ Macro-perspective
▪ Developed from a feminism movement by focussing on the stratifications inequalities in society.
▪ Roots in conflict theory
▪ Feminist theory examines women’s social roles and experience in education, family, and
workforce.
• It looks beyond more common male-based perspective to focus on gender inequalities in
society. Women face:
o Stereotyping (all women are viewed under the same oversimplified image).
o Discrimination (unjust treatment of individual because they belong to a certain group)
o Objectification (when someone is regarded as an object and is therefore treated as less
important)
o Oppression (where women are treated unjustly and strongly encouraged to occupy
gender based social roles)
Different types of feminist theory:
• 1) Gender differences – focuses on the socially constructed gender differences that are created
via the process of socialization.
o Each society creates and passes down norms, customs, and expectations for gender
from generation to generation, and creates a system that rewards/punishes those
expectations
o This perspective examines how women’s experience and position in social situations
differs from men
o There are different values with women (femininity) than men (masculinity).
▪ Women seen as soft, caretakers, emotional, submissive (vs men: tough,
aggressive, warriors).
o These result in different gender roles – woman assigned to take care of family and stay
at home, while men go to work or war.
• 2) Gender inequality – gender inequality is central to all behavior and organization in society.
o Our society is a patriarchy – men constitute the governing body as heads of families and
communities, and women subordination (inferiority) is viewed as inherent feature.
o Women are marginalized and confined to a lower limit in society than men, or are
objectified as sexual instruments.
o Married women have higher stress levels than married men or unmarried women
o Married women have less influence in the public sphere (because they focus on private
sphere at home).
o Gender division of labor – men occupy higher paying jobs/prestigious positions.

▪

•

•

ex. Ben Barres began his life and career as a woman, and after his sex change he
noticed that people who didn’t know he had undergone the change thought his
research was much better than his sister Barbara’s. However, Barbara = Ben
before the change. It was the social bias associated with the fact that the work
had been created by a woman
▪ Thus, even in the esteemed word of academia, massive gender inequality exists.
3) Gender oppression – perspective that women are not only unequal as men, but they’re
oppressed, subordinated, and abused.
o The positive state of being a woman is not acknowledged in patriarchal society, which
gives men more power by the simple basis of their gender.
o The institution of family is especially beneficial to men.
▪ With the coming of the industrial revolution, family was split into 2 types of
labour – domestic labour (taking care of the house and family) was done by
women for no pay, while men worked outside home in the industry in order to
make money and provide for the family.
▪ Without men working, the family wouldn’t survive.
▪ This split role created an educational and economic gap between men and
women, leading to meh having more social power.
o Power is sometimes expressed as physical violence
4) Structural oppression – states that women’s oppression and inequality are due to capitalism,
patriarchy, and racism.
o Here we can see the direct parallel to conflict theory
o Women, like the working class, are exploited because of the capitalist model of
production
o Not all women express oppression in same way – it is linked to race, class, sexual
orientation, age, and disability.
o In a patriarchal society, there are differences in social gender characteristics in a
patriarchal society.
▪ Men are associated with mind, while women are associated with body.
▪ This is used as justification so that women can be seen as property or objects.
• Woman are objectified in society in many ways – fashion, child bearing,
diet programs.
• On the flipside, men haven’t been oppressed because of their
categorizations. Men are expected to be active participants in society,
women are expected to be passive.
o Even our language is male-gendered. Mailman, policeman, fireman (feminist may
choose to use mailperson, police officer, fire fighter to reverse this oppression).

Feminist theory is not an attempt to replace men – it is a different perspective on society to point out
inequalities that exist between men and women due to institutions of society.
• Feminist theory focuses on different expectations, salary differences, gender inequalities, etc.
that permeate everyday life

Rational Choice Theory, and Exchange Theory
Rational Choice Theory (RCT) – ‘addresses decision making via cost-benefit analyses’
• Centers around economics
• When people act in self-interest, they are driven by not only by money but also by personal
desire and goals – what is best for them in ‘all directions’.
• Basic principle – individual behaviour is based on rational analysis of the costs and benefits of
their actions
o A person will act as if they were weighing the costs and benefits of each and every
action, and choosing the one with the best outcome for themselves, such that they can
maximize personal gain.
o Rationality is a property of a series of choices, not one individual choice alone.
• How do we calculate value of these actions?
o RCT assumes that an individual has preferences among the available choice alternatives
that allow them to state which option they prefer.
o 3 main assumptions which result in a consistent, rankable set of options:
▪ 1. Completeness (i.e. every action can be ranked)
• ex. A is preferable to B which is preferable to C.
o A>B>C
▪ 2. Transitivity
• ex. since A > B > C, then A > C
▪ 3.) Independence of irrelevant alternatives
• The addition of a fourth option ‘X’ won’t change the order of how the
first 3 options were ranked – it simply adds to the existing order
o A > B > C, and B > X > C, therefore A > B > X > C.
(Social) Exchange Theory is the application of RCT to social interactions.
• ”Human relationships are formed by the use of a subjective cost-benefit analysis and the
comparison of alternatives.”
•

Basic principle – individual behaviour during social interactions is based on rational analysis of
the costs and benefits of their actions
o Central to (Social) Exchange Theory are the concepts of self-interest and
interdependence, which guide human interactions. We form relationships in order to
benefit ourselves, because we depend on other people to live (i.e. no one is completely
self-sufficient), and therefore how we behave during social interactions is important for
relationship forming (in terms of self-interest)
o The costs and benefits of the actions must consider the social resources being
exchanged – time, information, approval, prestige, etc. – to determine the value of a
possible action.

•

(Social) Exchange Theory looks at society as a series of interactions between individuals
o Interactions are determined by weighing rewards and punishments of each action.
▪ If the interaction results in reward, it is more likely to be repeated.
• Rewards: social approval, money gifts, and positive gestures (a smile).

▪

If the interaction results in punishment, it is less likely to be repeated
• Punishments: negative gestures, social disapproval, public humiliation

•

Assumptions of (Social) Exchange Theory:
o People wish to rationally maximize their profits (seek rewards and avoid punishments)
o Behaviour that results in a reward is likely to be repeated
o The more often a reward is available, the less value that award has
o Interactions operate within the social norms
o People have access to the information they need to make rational choices
o Most human fulfilment comes from other people
o The standards that people use to evaluate interactions change over time, and are
different from person to person (ex. what are seen as a reward to one person might be
seen as punishment to another)

•

(Social) Exchange Theory is used to study interpersonal interactions such as family relationships,
work relationships, partner selection, parenting, etc.

Criticisms
▪ We aren’t truly rational and don’t always make rational decisions
▪ Some people’s choices are limited by social factors such as gender/ethnicity/class, and therefore
have to make choices that aren’t always in their best interest
▪ If actions only reflect an effort to benefit self, then why do people ever do actions that act in
best interest of others (ex. volunteering, altruistic behaviour, etc.).
▪ Is it really possible to explain every single social structure by the actions of individuals?
▪ Makes relationships a linear process (even though relationships can jump forward or backwards)
Summary:
▪ Rational choice theory: people are motivated to do things based on what is best for them
o ex. analytical perspective of things (A > B > C)
▪ (Social) exchange theory: an application of the rational choice theory onto social interactions.
o ex. letting him borrow my pen is better than possibly pissing him off

Social Theories Overview
Functionalism – macroperspective on how society can exist over time. Society is always trying to come
to an equilibrium. Institutions remain constant and only make minor change when stability is lost to fill
need of society.
▪ Change is bare minimum to become functional again.
▪ ex. The institution of business had to adapt to the rise of online shopping.
▪ ‘Looking at the stability of society’
Conflict Theory – macroperspective on how societies change and adapt over time through conflict. Two
opposing positions (thesis and antithesis) would merge to create a new society where both are content
(synthesis)
▪ ex. Class struggle of 19th century Europe.
▪ ‘Looking at how society changes’
Social Constructionism – what society is rather than how it exists or changes. Everything is created from
the mind of society, an agreement that something that doesn’t intrinsically have meaning and value now
does, ex. Money. Everything only has value because everyone agrees it has value; we construct the
world around us.
▪ ‘Looking at how things are given value’
▪ Social Constructionism ‘of reality’
Symbolic Interactionism – microperspective that puts a lot of focus on individuals and how they behave
based on meanings they assign to things (and focus on the interactions between people)
▪ ex. Tree = shade.
▪ The meanings that people assign to things are based on social interactions and past experiences,
and therefore not everyone assigns meanings to the same things.
▪ ‘Looking at how individuals assign meaning to things’ ‘Looking at how individuals interact w/
each other’
Feminist Theory - macro perspective that focuses on gender inequalities inherent to patriarchal
capitalist societies, where men occupy governing positions in family and community. Both men and
women often forced into gender-based roles. Focuses on gender differences, gender inequalities,
gender oppression, and structural oppression.
▪ Feminist theory does not intend to replace men at the top of the social ladder
Rational Choice Theory – people always take rational actions, weighing costs and benefits of each action
to gain most benefit. 3 assumptions: completeness, transitivity, and independence of irrelevant
alternatives.
▪ Criticisms – we don’t always make rational choices, and why would we do something for
someone else?
(Social) Exchange Theory – application of Rational Choice Theory to social interaction. Family, work,
partner selection, parenting, interpersonal relationships. People behave with goal of maximizing own
rewards while minimizing punishments, and people can make rational choice. Self-interest and
interdependence guide interactions, and human relationships from cost-benefit analysis.

Relating Social Theories to Medicine
Functionalism – the theory that different institutions in a society adjust to minor changes to keep the
society stable and functioning
• ‘Medicine keeps people healthy and participating in society’
• The assumption is that you’re not supposed to participate in society when sick, which affects
society and is determinantal to the well-being of society on a small scale.
o Medicine and doctors ensures that when people become ill, they can be returned to
health (functional state) such that they can once again contribute to society.
• On a bigger scale, medical institutions stabilizes social systems in response to emergency
situations such as hurricanes and earthquakes, etc. where hospitals/medical professionals
provide medical assistance needed to injured.
• In day-to-day, it improves the quality of life for aging population to allow them to remain
functional and contribute to society for longer.
Conflict Theory – looks at the inequality between conflicting groups in society
▪ Wealthier people can pay for best medical care, while the poor can’t afford the deductibles or
insurance so they skip hospitals and are sick for longer (and may even never recover)
• Unequal access to valuable resources in society (education, housing, jobs) leads to heath
disparities and limited access to medical care.
• Even the power struggle between different interest groups can affect the health of individual
o ex. Factories (want lax regulations to maximize profits) vs. Nearby inhabitants (want
strict regulations to prevent health issues from air population, such as asthma).
Social Constructionism – idea that reality comes from our social constructs and agreed upon values (ex.
a diamond is a precious stone because society decided so)
• In regards to medicine, it means that we have attached different meanings to different
behaviours, and we have different preconceptions of different people (i.e. stereotypes –
preconceptions about different races, genders, and subcultures)
o In the past, if we saw someone talking to themselves on the street, we would assume
they are mentally unstable so we would give them a wide berth. Today, we know that
people might be talking on a Bluetooth headset, so we assume they aren’t crazy.
• There are stereotyped assumptions on both sides – the patient may feel that some of their
symptoms aren’t important enough to mention, or the doctor might make a false assumption
based on how patient appears, which is dangers to the medical progression because it can affect
how the doctor diagnoses and treats the patient:
o Ex. Stereotype: “Poor people don’t deserve healthcare because they don’t work hard
enough”
▪ However, you can’t declare characteristic of person based on circumstances:
• Some people work hard at minimum wage and still can’t afford
healthcare, while some people don’t work at all but can afford
healthcare (due to luck or inheritance say)
• Medicalization – patients/doctors construct illness out of ordinary behavior (ex. not being able
to sit still in class ≠ ADD)

Symbolic Interactionism – each individuals give things in their world meaning by interacting with it (ex.
one person considers a bridge as a means to cross a body of water, while another considers a bridge as a
shelter from the rain)
• Doctor-patient relationship
o The meanings given meanings to simply objects such as a lab coat or stethoscope can
affect the interaction.
o It is important for the doctor to realize the meaning the patient has given to tools of
medicine
▪ ex. lab coat is sign of authority, giving the doctor the power to diagnose and
treat them
▪ ex. stethoscope as a way to interact with patient or is it just a tool that
decorates a doctor’s next.
• Changes in society – recently, medicalization of society, where everything has a medical fix.
Standards of beauty have made many undergo unneeded plastic surgery, or have C-sections for
aesthetic reasons. Normal behaviours are being shown as illnesses. ex. depression. (sad ≠
depressed – sadness is a natural biological function).
Feminist Theory – an offshoot of conflict theory that focuses on the inequalities between men and
women in society
▪ Medicine is still a male-dominated field – admittance to med school is more men, heads of
doctors and hospitals usually men, and disparity in jobs and salary between the two. Translates
into a disparity in power.
Rational Choice Theory and Exchange Theories – people behave rationally in their own best interest
▪ What’s purpose of medical system as a whole (is it to keep people healthy, or is it a capitalist
competition to earn the most money?)
• People run every aspect of medical system, and those people will make decisions that benefit
themselves more than random sick stranger.
o The self-interested behavior of people in charge will trickle down and affect well-being
of patients
• This theory also may explain why some people go to the doctor or not
o Some people avoid doctors if they don’t think it will benefit them or cannot afford the
expense, which can cause something that could have been easily treated to become a
larger problem.
Outside these theories – where you live can affect your health (ex. ‘food deserts’ – no grocery stores
around, and only places to eat are fast food restaurants or gas stations, whereby it is nearly impossible
to get nutrition a body needs from only these sources) (ex. some neighbourhoods have no
gyms/playgrounds to allow for exercise)

New Section – Demographics
Demographic Structure of Society – Age
Sociology looks at different age cohorts (groups), specifically at age groups/generations, because they all
live through the same events in certain time.
• Always-On Generation: 2004+ - debated (acronym: kids these days are always on their phones)
• Generation Z – 1995-2003 (acronym: Z best generation because I was born in it)
• Millennials – 1980s-2000s (Generation Y) (acronym: kids when the millennium came around)
• Generation X – 1965 – 1980 (acronym: the 70s loved Drugs (Xstacy))
• Baby boomers: 1946-1964 is large population in US, now up to 60s. Grew up in post-WWII
periods, currently leaving work force. Opening jobs for younger people also become reliant on
families for support depending on financial status (10% of elderly live below poverty)
• Silent generation – 1925-1945 older than baby boomers born during Great Depression
(Acronym: Your silent grandfather)
• GI (Greatest) generation – 1901-1924 - oldest people alive today. Born first quarter of the 20th
century (Acronym: Your great grand father)
Because of new advancements in medical technology people live longer,
o Estimated by 2025 that 25% of population will be >65 y/o (currently 13.5%)
o 65 is age when people retire (no longer contribute to the workforce).
Dependency ratio – an age-based measurement takes people <14 and >65 (i.e. people who are not in
the work force), and compares that to number of people who are (15-64)
• Higher the ratio, more dependent people there are.
• Living longer = older residents can contribute to workforce for longer time
As we become older our body breaks down. We begin to get chronic illnesses and health problems
(arthritis, dementia, hearing/visual impairments decrease quality of life).
• Older people are 5x more likely to use health services than younger people
o age affects what kind of healthcare elderly can get– discrimination on age/inequality in
healthcare.
o People living longer means improved global health.
• Old age people will need healthcare professionals who specialize in old-age care and prevention
of old-age diseases. They also need services like long-term care and age-friendly services.
• Society needs to readjust expectations of old age. Elderly people are just as important to
society/community as younger people. With correct encouragement, old people can still
contribute to cultural, social, economical well-being of society (even after leaving workforce)
• As people age, they are affected by the environment, but the environment is also effected by
the elderly.

Theories of aging
Life Course Theory – aging is a social, psychological, and biological process that begins from time you
born till time you die – events and roles of a person’s life constitute the sum total of the person’s actual
experience.
• This is a holistic perspective that calls attention to early developmental processes, events, and
experiences across a person’s life and how they affect future decisions and events (ex.
marriage, divorce, crime, disease incidence, etc.)
Age Stratification Theory – suggests age is a way of regulating behavior of a generation
• Society ascribes people into categories or ‘strata’ according to age (young, middle aged, old),
and are also defined by their social roles and responsibilities too.
• The theory is concerned with the relationships across and within each age strata.
• May be a source of inequality and ageism (ex. resources are sometimes unevenly distributed to
the elderly because they are sometimes looked down upon and treated unfairly)
Disengagement Theory – the loss of roles and energy that come with age makes people want to be
dismissed from their social expectations of productivity.
• Older adults and society separate, such that they can maintain a sense of worth and tranquility
while performing peripheral social roles, such that they are ‘disengaged’ from society and their
power is transferred onto the next generation.
• Would support that social services should not empower the elderly but instead assist and
encourage their withdrawal from society.
Activity Theory - looks at how older generation looks at themselves (self-concept)
• An elderly person’s self-concept is validated through participation in roles that are characteristic
of middle age (with it being desirable to maintain as many middle age activities as possible).
• If certain activities, roles, or jobs lost (ex. retirement, widowhood), those social interactions
need to be replaced/substituted with a new activity/role, such that the elderly can be engaged
and maintain moral/well-being
Continuity Theory – think homeostasis or balance, whereby people try to maintain the same basic
structure throughout their life (ex. same activities, behaviours, and relationships as they did in their
earlier years of life)
• Older adults will try to maintain this continuity of lifestyle by adapting strategies that are
connected to their past experiences.
• Aging persons are advised to substitute new roles for those they have lost. By continuing to
maintain typical ways of adapting to the environment, older adults are able to maintain an inner
psychological “continuity” as well as outward “continuity” of social and behavioural
circumstances.
• Maintaining an integrated personality is the key to satisfaction

Demographic Structure of Society – Race and Ethnicity
Race and Ethnicity are both socially defined
• Race – a socially defined category based on physical differences between groups of people.
o Racial formation theory looks at the social/economic/political forces that result in
racially constructed identities.
▪ Sometimes differences are real, but sometimes only defined by history.
• Ex. In 1800 in US, people would be considered black even if they
appeared white if they had a black ancestor.
• All humans 99.9% identical – There is no genetic basis for race. But it is
important on a social level.
o In the US race is defined by skin color but hair color is irrelevant. Latin America race
category in the US can be broken down to 5-6 races in SA.
• Ethnicity is also socially defined, not defined by physical characteristics like race, but these
groups are defined by shared language, religion, nationality, history, of some other cultural
factor. Less statistically defined than racial groups and definitions can change over time.
o An ethnic minority can be absorbed into majority after 1-2 generations. A minority is a
group that makes up less than half the total population and is treated differently due to
some characteristic.
▪ Ex. In 1900s, native born Americans did not consider Irish, Italian, or Jewish
immigrants to be white. Interestingly, children of these immigrants were
considered white because they were culturally similar and their skin color was
used to determine their ethnic identity.
▪ Discrimination: Unjust treatment of a category of people because they belong
to the category
▪ Prejudice: Preconceived opinion that isn’t based on reason or experience.
Discrimination often results from prejudice.
o Not everyone in a group is the similar, there are always exceptions. We need to make
sure not to stereotype – consider everyone in a group as identical. We can only look at
statistical values which serve as guidelines/trends as we study the population.
There are statistical differences between different races and different ethnicities
• Racial differences can cause drastic events, like genocide, population transfer (where group is
forcefully moved from territory), inter-colonialism (minorities group is segregated and
exploited), and assimilation (where minority group is absorbed into the majority).
o Statistically, many differences between racial and ethnic groups in healthcare,
education, wealth, income, birth rates, life expectancy, family etc.
▪ Many Americans can’t support healthcare which affects lifespan.
▪ Minorities tend to have shorter lifespan because: limited access to healthcare,
lower-income jobs (more danger in workplace), higher toxin levels in
environment, and personal behaviors (drinking/poor diet)
o Equal opportunity in life/equal access to education – in reality, different races are
stereotyped for different jobs. Minorities are expected to have lower-paying jobs while
majority are expected to have higher paying job.
▪ Asian-Americans and Whites have more access to education than African
Americans/Latin Americans.

▪

o

Economic/cultural factors cause this difference in access to education. Society
also maintains differences.
▪ Economically: For, Latin/African Americans, cost of education can be quiet high
because they statistically work lower wage jobs.
▪ Culturally, starting a family is more important than continuing an education.
▪ Society is structured so racial and economic subordination develops and is
sustained. In order to get a higher paying job, you need a good education. So if
education is not a priority, not available, or withheld because of discrimination –
jobs available are low paying jobs.
Interestingly, discrimination is present in criminal justice system. More incarceration of
minorities (when compared to whites)
▪ Ex. Laws for similar offences vary drastically. Punishment for crack cocaine
(cheaper, used by low income users) are tougher/harsher than powdered
cocaine (used by rich, more expensive). Separates rich/poor (who are typically
minorities). Poor get tougher sentences.
▪ Higher unemployment and educational drop-out rates for minorities. Provides
fewer options other than crime.
▪ Percentage of minorities in jail is much higher than percentage of minorities in
the US

Pluralism – a system in which two or more smaller groups in society coexist while maintaining their
unique cultural identities. This encourages racial and ethnic variation.
Dominant groups have racialized the minority groups – the dominant group involuntarily ascribes some
racial identity to members of a minority group that they didn’t identify for themselves.

Demographic Structure of Society – Immigration
Immigrants face severe challenges when arriving to a new country. People want to help them but are
wary of their different culture and customs
# of immigrants can put pressure on welfare capabilities (capability to promote economic/social
wellbeing of citizens) of a country. Immigrants tend to move to industrialized nations like North
America, Middle East, and industrial economies of Europe/Asia.
• Immigrants can be functional to receiving country by alleviating labour shortages, and also to
their country of origin by reducing population (which alleviates strain on the economy that can’t
support such a large amount of people)
o However, immigration can be dysfunctional as well. Immigrants can be exploited by
countries which are interested in maximizing their profits while being unconcerned
about global, social, economic inequalities that results from profit seeking.
• Immigration itself can cause problems
o If too much immigration to one area, social services can’t handle sudden increase in
demand
o Too many skilled people may leave their home country, which can be harmful to the
origin country (‘brain drain’)

o
o

•

Fear/dislike of immigrants a different race than those of host country.
People immigrate for many reasons, often because of war, famine, or can’t make a living
in home country. Immigration sometimes to find better jobs and education.
▪ Some people seek dual-citizenship to not be bound by one country
o Transnational corporations take advantage of cheap labour to bring costs down and
revenue up.
Every country has own immigration policies, but often biased depending on where applicant is
originally from.
o Race and ethnicity tend to be the cause for biased policies and different expectations for
people based on socially constructed group.
o In 1986, US passed the Immigration Reform and Control Act, which forbade the hiring of
illegal immigrants. But extended amnesty (official pardon) and legal status to illegal
immigrants that were already there.
o Some policies encourage the families of immigrants to move, to keep money in local
economy instead of immigrants sending them money.
o European Union, residents in EU can live and work anywhere in EU. Economies become
linked in EU.
o Since 9/11, immigration is more difficult, increased security checks for people wanting
to move.

Demographic Structure of Society – Sex, Gender, and Sexual Orientation
Sex, Gender, and Sexual Orientation are interconnected and important individually. All independent of
each other.
Media often portrays gender as binary (female vs. male) as well as sexual orientation (gay or straight).
However, there’s way more than 2 options. There are 5 considerations when examining persons gender
and sexual orientation, and all 5 are considered a part of a person’s identity and don’t need to align.
• Biological – sex (male/female – the biological characteristics) person is born with. Are they male
or female? (XY sex Chromosome, or XX sex chromosome)
• Identity - gender identity, the gender they identify themselves as being (based on
masculine/feminine, behaviors, roles, activities in society)
• Expression - gender expression (ex. may ID self privately as a woman but express oneself to
society as a woman)
• Attraction - gender they’re romantically attracted to
• Fornication - gender they’re sexually attracted to
Detailed
• Sex: Biological factor. XX or XY sex chromosome. Not binary since there are intersex people
have 1 or 3+ sex chromosomes, so express different sex characteristics. Some intersex people
are born with both male and female characteristics due to unusual hormone levels.
o Non-disjunction in Meiosis I occurs during spermatogonium, meaning that the sperm
doesn’t have the right number of chromosomes (has either two - XY or none -O). This
sperms meets a normal egg (X)
▪ XXY – Kleinfelter’s – Males that are female like

▪ XO – Turners Syndrome – short females
Non-disjunction in Meiosis II results in sperm with XX and or YY or O chromosomes,
creating children that are XXX (triple X, super-females) or XYY (Jacobs syndrome – super
males) or XO (Turners syndrome)
Gender – gender it is not a fixed or innate fact, but instead varies across time and place.
Categories of gender are fluid and subject to social process of meaning-making.
o Two main components – gender identity and gender expression. There are many
different combinations of biological sex and gender:
▪ Biological male and identify as male (cis-gender - same biological sex and
gender identity)
▪ Biological male and identify as female (trans-gender – biological sex and gender
identity don’t match).
▪ Either of these (and intersex people, and anyone) can express a socially male
(abide by strict male guidelines) or female appearance (follow social female
guidelines like wearing dresses/makeup). Same options for biologically female
and intersex people.
o Gender is not binary. Some people are gender queer (don’t identify as either male or
female), and can present (gender expression) as gender queer or male/female.
▪ Agender – rejecting gender categories
▪ Gender fluid – moving across genders
▪ Nonbinary – not identifying w/ any specific gender
▪ Third gender – cultures that recognize non-binary gender
o Western world – you are born male or female and from moment you are born (and
sometimes even earlier) society gives them messages (gender roles – proper behaviors,
attitudes, activities of males and females) on how should they behave and think (Ex.
boys should be masculine and females should be feminine)
▪ Gender role/script – a set of societal norms dictating what types of behaviors
are generally considered acceptable, appropriate, or desirable for a person
based on their actual or perceived sex.
• Gender norms (the socially acceptable ways of acting out gender) are
learned from birth through childhood socialization. We learn what is
expected of our gender from what our parents teach us, as well as what
we pick up at school, through religious or cultural teachings, in the
media, and various other social institutions.
o Girls: emotional, soft, submissive
o Boys: aggressive, tough, dominant
▪ Gender schema theory – a cognitive theory to explain how individuals become
gendered and learn gender differences in society, and how sex-linked
characteristics are maintained and transmitted to other members of a culture.
• States that children learn what it means to be male and female from the
culture they live in, and adjust their behaviour to fit in with the gender
norms and expectations of their culture.
▪ Media tells us what we should be. Gender norms are everywhere. Try spitting in
public as a female or knitting on the bus if you are male.
• Worse for male to act feminine than female to ask masculine
• Feminine roles (ex. taking care of a family) don’t have same values in
society as masculine roles (ex. succeeding in a job).
o

•

•

•

Working mothers considered ambitious, people wonder why father
would stay at home and raise kids.
Sexual Orientation – (attraction and fornication). Not dependent on sex OR gender of a person.
You can be attracted to any gender but only have sex with females, or any combination. You can
be attracted to no gender.
o Stereotype norm is straight (biologically female, identify and present as female, and be
attracted romantically to only males and have sex with only males).
▪ Is sexual orientation a choice – Been debated for many years. Is there a genetic
basis? Is there a “gay gene”? No answer. Even if there is, does that make their
love any less real? What if person with gay gene likes people of opposite
gender, or if someone without gay gene likes person of the same gender.
▪ Discrimination based on gender/sexual orientation happens all the time
▪ Is homosexuality a choice or genetic? If it is genetic, sexual discrimination is as
societally dysfunctional as discrimination based on race, gender, or disabilitybased discrimination. If it isn’t and is a choice/social construction, still equally
bad because race itself is a social construction.
▪ Restrictions on rights of homosexuals – ex. marry or visit partner in hospital.

Many differences between men and women (ex. discrimination, pay, expected roles)
• ex. Success in school – hard work in girls, intelligence in boys. Woman who prioritize their job –
looked down on, men are congratulated.
• Men more likely to live a shorter time than women -men take more risk or maybe due to
biological factors. Men are more likely to get heart disease (occupy high stress positions which
increased risk of heart problems) while women more likely to have psychological illness.
o Societal expectations affect problems that are reported and where people seek help. Ex:
Weak for man to have depression/anxiety
o Social and cultural factors affect different health outcomes between males and females.
Unintentional injury often occurs from behaviors that are patterned according to gender
norms. For example, males are more likely than females to engage in risk taking
activities that can lead to injuries. This difference is rooted in social and cultural factors
more so than in purely biologic causes
• Society reacts differently based on person’s gender and also their sexual orientation. Restriction
on rights of homosexuals (right to marry or visit partner in hospital).
• Discrimination for each type/person

Demographic Structure of Society Overview
Different ways you can look at population of group. Groups you can put society into to look at trends
and statistic (ex. Education levels and death levels for different age groups or races or ethnicities.
Statistics for immigrant’s vs native born, of people of different genders, sexes, or sexual orientations).
We look at statistics for jobs, money, income, education, quality of life, access of healthcare (factors that
affect the individual). Split population into groups and compare their lives. Always exceptions.
Age: Based on age different cohorts. Each generation have similar events and time periods. Elderly
people have harder time having health insurance (pre-existing conditions, more likely to sick). 65+ age
group growing, people are living healthy lives for a longer period of time and can work for longer period
of time. Aging is more than just a number. Age can be just a regulator on behavior. Global health
improvement = older people are valuable in society
Race + Ethnicity
• Race: social construction that puts people into groups based on observed or perceived
differences in physical traits
o Racial formation theory: looks at the economic, social, political factors that results in
socially constructed races.
o In US: White, African American, Latin American, and Asian groups.
▪ In South America: Latin American is broken down into more groups
o Racialization: Racial identity ascribed to a minority group
• Ethnicity: Groups people on shared language, history, nationality, culture, or ancestry.
• “ethnicity is defined by culture (culture and ancestry) whereas race is defined by perceived
physical characteristics” Both are complex, social categories that change over time, rather than
simply biologic features of human beings.
• Race and ethnic group definitions can change over time as value of a society changed.
• Statistical differences between racial and ethnic group.
o Racial and ethnic groups (except Asian Americans) have bigger families, less access to
healthcare, higher incarceration rates, lower paying jobs, and higher school dropout
rates. Most differences due to opportunity for education (or lack of)
Immigration:
• Discrimination: Unjust treatment of a category of people because they belong to that category.
Some discrimination based on race/ethnicity. Immigrants face this in their host countries.
Immigration is easier for some ethnicities than for others.
• Citizens of host countries fear change that immigrants carry with them. Immigrants can overtax
social services if too many people move in the same time and also can cause job shortages (but
they can provide jobs in fields that native citizens do not wish to do. Immigrants are not as
picky).
• Immigrants move to industrialized countries (NA, middle east, Europe, asia)
Sex, gender and sexual orientation
• Discrimination also between men and women and people lives in general.
• Essential part of any society
• Sex: biological determination of male/female/intersex people (1 or 3, 3+ sex chromosomes)

•

•

Gender: social construction on how a person of a specific sex should behave
o Each person has gender identify as (gender identity) and the gender presented to
society (gender expression)
o Assumed roles men and women have in society. Female should act as women, Males
should act like men
Sexual Orientation: Socially constructed grouping. Two parts: gender you are attracted too
romantically and the gender you have sex with
o Men are supposed to be attracted to women, women are supposed to be attracted to
men. People don’t necessarily follow this today.
o Fear of change = cause discrimination of minority groups
o Statistical minority – group of people who make up less than 50% of the population
o Social minority* – a minority based on their level of power in society or cultural or
physical characteristics
o Women: > 50% population (therefore they are not a statistical minority), but are
certainly a social minority (ex. lower paying jobs, lower expectations)
o Men: There is a narrow definition of masculinity that they are “allowed to be”
o Sexual orientation discriminations in jobs and healthcare.
o Social constructed ways one should be limits every individual

Urbanization
Urbanization – the process of making an area more urban
Rural area – an area with a population of <25,000 and a population density of <1000 people/mile2 (ex.
Farm country or Alaska)
Urban area – population density of >1000 people/mile2
• Cities have over 50 000 people.
• Metropolis have over 500 000 people.
o If many metropolises are connected, called megalopolis (ex. the urban complex of 44
million people in NYC area from Boston to Washington DC).
Three theories that can be applied to cities:
• Functionalist perspective: cities are both good and bad for society. They have important
functions and have a slice of culture and diverse populations, but also host to crime and other
disruptions to society.
• Conflict Theory: cities are a source of inequality that are entertainment centers for the wealthy.
Political and economic elite run the city to increase personal resources while taking from the
poor.
o Diversity of culture and social backgrounds increases conflict on beliefs/values.
• Symbolic Interactions Theory: Cities are places where people have different ways/perspectives
of looking at life. People have strong cultural values and people have different interactions and
perspectives of urban life.
Why do people move to urban areas?
• Began during Industrial Revolution, losing jobs on farms due to machines/technology in
industrialization. People had to move to cities to find work/housing = urban areas grew.
• Improved utilities (power, water, transit) and building.
• Today: more job opportunities, and more options/services for education/healthcare/etc.
• Today there is an increasing population so people need to move to cities to find places to
work/live because there isn’t enough land for everyone to farm.
• Pros of a city: wide variety of culture, anonymity in a big city
• Cons: Crowding can occur in cities. Too little space/too many people. [Some cities can have high
density and not feel crowded]
o Less sense of belonging in a city when compared to a town, so we join groups to form
communities (yoga, sports bar, dance club)
Individuals fall into categories based on what connections they are looking for in a city and what
communities they form.
• Cosmopolites: drawn to city due to cultural benefits and convenience.
o Ex. Students, artists, entertainment, and intellectuals
o Cosmopolitan city – a city where people of diverse cultural backgrounds can be seen
living together.
• Singles: Looking for jobs, partners, entertainment
• Deprived/Trapped: Can’t afford to leave city.

o

•

•

Ex: unemployed, elderly, homeless, poor (Just make enough to get by but not enough to
collect money to leave the city).
Ethnic Villages: Native culture brought here when the people who live here immigrate. They
settle together with people of similar backgrounds and create a community that looks like their
home.
o Ex. Chinatown/Little Italy.
Sometimes, communities are planned into design of an urban area.
o Urban villages are designed so the residence who live there can work, reside, and
recreate in the same area
o Promote biking/walking because things are so close.
▪ Facilitate community interactions because people are walking, living, working
near each other.

Classifications of parts of the city or areas close to the city
• Suburbanization is movement away from cities to get a larger home (American dream), but
commute for work can be long and harder to get quick medical help. However, suburbs form
their own economic centres and become independent to cities they border. Ex. Silicon Valley
created on outskirts of San Jose by tech-companies.
o Often, no planning of suburbs (don’t turn out as well as they could have and there
becomes an “urban sprawl”
• Exurbs: Beyond suburbs, prosperous areas outside the city where people live and commute to
city to work, like suburbs.
• Slum – a heavily populated informal settlement characterized by substandard housing and
squalor. While slums differ in size and other characteristics from country to country, most lack
reliable sanitation services and supply of clean water
• Ghetto – areas where specific racial, ethnic, or religious minorities are concentrated, usually due
to social or economic inequities.
Urban Decline: As people move out of city centers, city can fall into disrepair. Buildings abandoned,
unemployment/crime rises. Population of city declines.
Urban renewal – revamping old parts of cities to become better. But can lead to gentrification (the
process of renovating or improving a district so it conforms to middle-class taste). People that lived in
the area before are pushed out because they can’t afford property anymore and it leads to great
inequality in cities.
• Mnemonic – the process of making a city more gentleman like (more middle-class)
Rural rebound – people getting sick of cities and moving back out to rural areas. People who can afford
to leave the city and looking for simpler/slower life. Happens relatively near to urban centers so
residences have convenience of a big city.
• Often people move to scenic rural areas
Recap: Movement of people from rural areas to urban. Effects people who live in cities and how cities
develop. People seek new ways to find community and enjoy freedom/benefits of city life and face
difficulties/dangers. Urban development spread outwards from economic centers and form new

economic centers and merge with nearby cities to form massive urban areas linked geographically,
economically, and socially.
Models for cities:
• Concentric zone model – one focal point (central business district) with concentric rings of rings
with a particular characteristic or activity
• Sector model – updated version of the concentric zone model, which takes into account
transportation developments and transportation lines.
• Multiple nuclei model – city has several centers, several districts, that specialize in one urban
activity, and are found throughout the urban area.

Growth machine theory – suggests that urban growth is driven by a coalition of interest groups who all
benefit from a city’s continuous growth and expansion. The theory stats that the growth of cities is
social, political, and largely planned and intended (rather than a natural process).
• How people within the city are distributed is not so much related to geography, transportation,
or space, but rather to the social actions of interest groups.
• Ex. real estate interest in urban growth may lead to real estate groups lobbying or manipulating
the government or other groups such that they can determine how cities grow and take shape.

Population Dynamics
Looks at how population of a country/region/world changes - factors that increase/decrease a
population to create a total growth rate.
3 factors contribute to total growth rate: fertility, migration, mortality
• Fertility is natural ability of human beings to have babies, which add to the population.
o Fecundity is the potential reproductive capacity of a female.
• Migration is number of people moving permanently (to live, work, and eventually die) into/out
of countries. Doesn’t change total people on planet but does change # of people living in a
region/country.
o Vacation does not equal migration.
• Mortality is death, decreases population.
Most countries have a positive growth rates currently, meaning that world population is growing.
• ~7.5B current population of world
To measure the above three factors, we use rates (# of people who are born, people who move in/out of
a different country, and # of people who die in a certain period of time).
• Usually measure birth, migration, and death rates over a years’ worth of population change
because enough time where an obvious change is visible but not too much time where we miss
trends in how the population changes.
• Measure rates over 1 year, and per 1000 people so rates are comparable and easy to
understand.
o ex: 18.9 births/year/1000 people is easier to grasp than 134M births/year worldwide
o It is easier to compare country birth rates when scaled like this
▪ ex. Mali = 700,000 people/year doesn’t seem like a lot but the rate is 46
births/year/1000 people, which is twice the world average
What affects population changes/growth rate: [Fertility, migration, mortality]. Migration does not affect
population growth of the world, but effects that of a country.
• Increase: Births and immigration.
o Immigration: movement of a person into a country. Rate given as number of people
moving in/year/1000 people
▪ Internal Migration: move within same country. Doesn’t change population of a
country, but can effect economics/culture of a country. Internal migration is a
large factor in urbanization (movement from rural to urban areas)
o Birth rate: Births/year/1000 people.
▪ Can also look at births in terms of fertility rate – number of children a woman is
expected to give birth to during her child-bearing years.
• ex. Average US woman has 2.1/life
o >2 = increase in population (more children than parents)
o = 2, no change in population (2 children for every 2 parents)
o <2 = decrease the population
o Total Population Increase Rate: (#Births + # Immigration)/1000 people/year

•

Decrease: Death and emigration. Can calculate mortality rate by age group, or country.
o Emigration: opposite of immigration. Movement of a person out of a country. Number
of people moving out/1000 people/year
o Death (Rate)/Mortality Rate: #Deaths/1000 people/year
▪ High Mortality rate DOES NOT mean lots of young or unnatural deaths.
o Total Population Decrease Rate: (#death + # Emigration)/1000 people/year

Population Pyramid: Graphs the age and sex distribution of a population. Males/Females on x-axis and
increasing age on y-axis.
• Expansive – high birth rate and high death rates (big base, narrow top). Majority of population is
in the younger age groups (ex. large fertility rates, low life expectancy)
o Typical of 3rd world countries
• Stationary – low birth rates and low death rates. Somewhat equal numbers in each group.
o Typical for some European countries ex. Scandinavian countries.
• Constrictive/Contracting – even lower birth rates, death rate is still low (top is thicker now and
base is thinned). Lower numbers of young people (mnemonic – bottom of pyramid wearing a
belt that constricts it)
o Typical for developed countries.
o Mortality rate of country with lots of old people does not compare well with a country
where people are dying young from disease.

Life-Table/Mortality Table – divides mortality rate by age.
• When looking at population of a country, all-encompassing mortality rate is sufficient.
• Age-specific mortality rate is a better indicator than overall mortality rate when comparing
between countries, since infantile and elderly mortality rates differ between countries

Demographic Transition
Demographic transition model – looks at changes in a country’s population.
• Refers to a theory of economic development and population change. The theory suggests that
economic changes, specifically industrialization, affect the relationship between the fertility and
mortality rates in a society. Population growth occurs rapidly because the mortality rate falls
before the fertility rate does. Over time, the fertility rate also falls, thus stabilizing a lower rate
of population growth.

•

A population will eventually stop growing when country transitions from high birth/death rates
(expansive) to low birth rate/death rates (stationary), which stabilizes the population
o This stabilization often occurs in industrialized/developed countries.
o When immigrants travel to developed countries, they affect demographic transition of
the country by increasing fertility and decreasing mortality (because it is often healthier
people who migrate)

Why is growth rate positive?
• Economic benefits of having children - children can work to support family
• Government may provide economic incentive to families who have children (ex. Japan where
birth rates are low)
• Religion (promotes large families – increases number of people of that faith and also promotes
stronger community) (also some religions forbid use of contraceptive).
• Cultural influences of large families – children means you get to pass down family traits and
values. Prestige of having children
Demographic transition Model - 5 stages:
• 1) Stage 1: High birth rates due to limited birth control, economic advantage for more workers,
and high death rate due to disease/poor nutrition. Most countries at this stage prior to 18th
century (after which death rates fell in Western-Europe). Large young population and small old
population. Overall population remains fairly stable
• 2) Stage 2: Seen in beginnings of developing populations/countries. Population rises as death
rate decreases (availability of food, improvement in health and sanitation). Trend was seen in
19th century Western-Europe after Industrial Revolution. High birth rates remain. Overall
population growth.
• 3) Stage 3: Death rates continue to drop and birth rates begin to fall. Ex. Middle East.
o Population continues to grow
o Birth rates fall because of birth control, social trend towards smaller families.
o Death rate drops because society has better healthcare,
o Occurs in countries that are becoming more industrialized (fewer childhood deaths, and
children no longer needed to work or not allowed to work by law – no longer
economically beneficial to have children). In this stage children are sent to school
instead of working to support the family.
o Slower population expansion and longer lived elderly.
• 4) Stage 4: Population stabilizes, both birth and death rates are low and balance each other out.
Population is large because it has been growing until Stage 4.
o Low Birth Rates: improvement in contraception and high percentage of women in
workforce. Many Couples focus on careers over children. Ex: US/Australia
• 5) Stage 5: Speculation. World population will be forced to stabilize.
o Malthusian Theory – we will run out of resources and have a global food shortage. We
won’t be able to maintain natural resources for everyone on planet (mortality rate rises
again)
▪ Current: 1B suffer from malnutrition already in world of 7B
▪ Lack of resources will lead to public health disaster and force population to
stabilize– stabilize and then negative growth rate. Negative growth rate would
occur when population forced to finally have lower birth rate than death rate.

o

o

Anti-Malthusian Theorem: Couples only want to have one child or have children later in
life. (birth rate drops even lower)
▪ Smaller families = better standard of living, because children are an economic
burden. Also, industrialized nations have better education/access to healthcare
which contribute to reproductive choices. China have government policies to
slow population growth to preserve their resources.
• On the other hand, a higher standard of living promotes fertility and
higher birth rate, which can increases growth rate.
Summary: Demographic transition shift from high birth and death rate to low death and
birth rate as country becomes industrialized. What will happens in stage 5 is hard to tell.

Globalization Theories
Globalization – the sharing of culture, money, and products between countries due to international
trade and advancements in transportation and communication. Social process where people become
more aware of cultures of people across geographical, political, and social borders.
• Contributors to globalization: Economic interdependence between countries, advancements in
communication technology, technology in general
• Globalization allows for: international terrorism, civil unrest, foreign cultures integrated in each
country, world-economy where countries become interdependent (global community)
• Globalization is not recent – ex. 15st century BCE Silk and Spice Trade Route in East Asia (Linked
economies and introduced cultures)…English/Dutch shipping empire in 16th century, etc.

Theories of Globalization
• World-Systems Theory – focuses on the importance of world as a unit rather than individual
countries. Divides world into 3 regions: core, periphery, and semi-periphery countries
o Core countries = Western Europe and US. Strong Central Government with enough tax
to support it. Economically diversified, industrialized, and independent of outside
control. Strong middle and working class. Focus on higher scope production of material
goods rather than raw materials.
o Periphery countries = Latin America and Africa. Relatively weak government, greatly
influenced by and depend on core countries and transnational corporations. Economy
focused on narrow economic activity (1 type usually) like extracting raw material (ex.
oil). High percentage of poor/uneducated people and strong upper class that controls
most of economy. Huge inequalities.
o Semi-periphery countries = India and Brazil, middle-ground between core and
periphery. Not dominant in international trade but diversified/developed economy.
These semi-periphery countries can come either from periphery countries moving up to
core countries or core countries declining towards periphery status.
o It is a fluid-model but criticized on being too focussed on core countries and economies
and ignoring class struggles and culture of individual countries.
• Modernization Theory – proposes that all countries follow a similar path of development from
traditional to modern society. With some help, traditional countries can develop into modern
countries similarly to the way that today’s developed countries did.
o Looks at internal social dynamics as country adapts to new technologies
o Looks at political and social changes that occur during adaptation as well.
• Dependency Theory – a reaction to Modernization theory. Uses idea of Core + Periphery
countries to look at inequalities between countries. Periphery countries (3rd world countries)
export resources to Core countries (1st world countries). This is not because they are in an
earlier stage of development, but because they have been integrated into the world system as
an undeveloped countries. Suggests that they do not have the means to become a developed
nation. They will remain poor and dependent on wealthier nations (core countries)
Perspectives of Globalization
• Hyperglobalist Perspective – sees globalization as a new age in human history – countries
become interdependent and nation states themselves become less important. Individual
countries become one global society. Theorists don’t agree if this good or bad. GLOBILIZATION
IS HAPPENING.
• Skeptical Perspective – critical of globalization, considers today’s international processes as
becoming regionalized instead of globalized, whereby borders are not becoming less important,
and the 3rd world countries aren’t being integrated into the global economy with same benefits
as 1st world countries. Current economy is not leading towards global capitalism. Transnational
corporations still tied to their home countries and national borders remain important. CRITICAL.
• Transformationalist Perspective - doesn’t have specific cause or outcome. Believe that national
governments are changing, perhaps becoming less important but difficult to explain change so
simply. They see the world order is changing. Just a new world order is being developing. Many
factors that influence change of world patterns but outcome unknown. CHANGES ARE
HAPPENING.

Globalization – Trade and Transnational Corporations
Globalization: We live in a global community not limited by physical boundaries. People connected by
internet, ease of travel, communications. People, money, ideas, services, goods, information are moving
between countries which causes cultural and economic changes in countries.
• Technology has allowed for increased possibilities of international grade and exchange.
• Increase in trade has been created and supported by international regulatory groups like World
Trade Organizations, and transnational agreements like the North American Free Trade
Agreement. No country completely independent (all depend on international trade for own
prosperity)
o Without international trade, no need for groups. Without groups, trade would be
impractical at today’s scale. The trade regulatory groups regulate flow of goods and
services between countries, reduce tariffs (taxes/imports), and make customs easier
and make trading across borders more feasible.
o Agreements often benefit private industries the most.
• Companies that extend beyond borders of a country are called multinational/transnational
corporations (TNCs).
o These TNCs cross borders to take opportunities they can find in different countries to
manufacture, distribute, market, and sell their products.
o Ex. McDonalds, Coca Cola, General Electric, Ford Motor Company. GE based in US but
has half of business and employees working in other countries. [Most of these market
themselves as American companies].
o Some TNCs have more weight than entire nations – influence economics/politics by
donating money to specific political campaigns and lobbyists, and influence global trade
laws of regulatory groups.
Globalization has 2 major impacts on country – economy and culture.
• Much of economic globalization results from global market competition for cheap labour, and
locating factories in cheapest locations.
o Developing nations provide incentives like tax-free zones or cheap labour so TNCs can
bring jobs and industry to agricultural areas. [This allows for rapid advancement of the
developing nation because of ideas/innovations TNCs bring from the developed world.
This makes nations around the world more interdependent which minimizes conflict.
• Negatives: Workers abroad exploited (wages are cut, prohibited from unionizing, sweatshop
conditions – long hours, substandard wages, poor working conditions) in host-country.
Furthermore, this outsourcing can hurt the core (donor) country (ex. more unemployment).
o Side note: If labor laws become too restrictive in one country – they move their factories
to a new country which leaves unemployment in country they moved from.
o Outsourcing leads to greater profits for company (lower wage workers in other
countries) and more employment in host-countries.
o Free trades give these TNC companies autonomy and influence in politics, and allow
workers to be exploited.
• Positive: Better allocation of resources, higher product output, more employment worldwide,
cheaper prices. Benefits for all countries involved in free trade.
o Free-Trade also encourages cultural practices/expressions to be passed/spread abroad
from group to group – diffusion (ideas and practice spread from places where they are

well known/apparent to places where they are new and not often observed).
Technology (mass media/internet) has made it easy for diffusion. Most commonly seen
in spreading of NA culture and transfer of scientific innovations.

Social Movements
When a group of people come together with a shared idea, it can create lasting effects by
encouraging/resisting change in society which both play a role in shaping future of society.
Social movements need organization, leadership, and resources to gain momentum make an impact. [A
small group with an idea is not a social movement]
• Social movements require a group with strong, shared idea, backed by the organization,
resources, and leadership necessary to survive and make an lasting impact on society.
Activist movements aim to change some aspect of society, while regressive/reactionary movements
resist change.
Several theories of social movements form:
• 1. Mass Society Theory – the basic idea that people who are socially isolated are especially
vulnerable to the appears of extremist movements. Those with the mentality of this theory are
sceptical of the motivations of those involved in social movements, and saw these people as
dysfunctional, irrational, and dangerous, and said that people would only join because the social
movement provided a sense of community and refuge from main society, and that people only
join social movements to satisfy a psychological need for involvement.
o Ex. Nazism, Fascism, Stalinism (social movements in 20th century that destroyed millions
of lives).
•

Mass Society Theory did not persist, and after the 1960s and Civil Rights movement, different
theories emerged with a more open look at social movements (i.e. social movements don’t
simply arise to satisfy a psychological need for involvement.

•

2. Relative Deprivation Theory – states that people take action for social change in order to
acquire something that they feel like they are deprived of, but others in society have (ex. rights,
opportunities, status, wealth, etc.)
o Ex. looking at the Civil Rights Movement from this viewpoint, the movement was
obviously a response to the inequality and oppression experienced by people of colour
in the U.S.
o 3 things needed for social movement to form:
▪ 1. Relative deprivation:
• It refers to the discontent that people feel when they compare their
positions to others, and realize they have less of what they believe
themselves to be entitled to as compared to those around them.
• A feeling of discrepancy between legitimate expectations and the reality
of the present.

•

•

•

Those who join social movements are not necessarily worst off (ex.
someone making 100k/year could be frustrated because they don’t feel
respected in their company, while someone making very little could be
happy with their lot in life).
▪ 2. Feeling of deserving better
▪ 3. A belief that conventional means to get help are useless
o Criticisms:
▪ People who don’t feel deprived join social movements even if they don’t suffer
themselves.
▪ It is too risky for oppressed people to join a movement due to lack of resources
to participate (ex. can’t take time off of work)
3. Resource Mobilization Theory – Instead of looking at deprivation of people, the resource
mobilization theory focuses on the access to resources (or lack of) that help (or hinder) a social
movement.
o Ex. Gathering together people of a shared idea is not allowed everywhere, which
hinders the formation of a social movement.
o Also, for a social movement you need money, materials, political influence, media, and
strong organizational base to recruit members, and you also need a charismatic figure
(to unite people/members/oppressed on a single idea) Ex. Martin Luther King Jr. in Civil
Rights Movement (beacon to oppressed black population and gained support he
needed)
4. Rational Choice Theory – people compare pros and cons of different courses of actions and
choose the one they think is best for themselves. These choices shape pattern of behavior in
society.
o Have to assume a lot for this to be true: 1. all actions can be listed in order of preference
and all preferences are transient. 2. Also assumes person has full knowledge of
outcomes due to action and 3. people have ability to weigh different actions. Rarely all
true.

Social movements can cause widespread panics (unreasonable fear – ex. anti-vaccine movement), crazes
(fads ex. music, dieting).
Social movement progress in stages:
• Begins with an idea shared by a group of people
• Incipient stage - public takes notice of the situation that they consider to be a problem
• People begin to organize in a group and raise up
• They will either succeed in changing the society, or else have to adapt.
• In the end, social movements become part of the bureaucracy that they were trying to change.
• Our culture and society is thus formed from past social movements.
o A successful social movement eventually gets absorbed into the existing institutions
when it has achieved its desired changes
o Even a failed social movement still leaves a mark on society/culture.
▪ Ex. even Nazism left a lasting mark on world politics.
o In their time: social movements seem radical, farfetched and extreme but now we
except their goals. (Ex: every person now has rights to freedom and equality)

Overview of Demographics
•

•

•

Urbanization: movement of people from farms to cities.
o Functionalist perspective: cities are good and bad for a society. They are centers of
culture/diversity and crime
o Conflict theory: cities are sources of inequality where the elite use the poor for their
resources to enrich their own lives. Cultural diversity leads to conflict between different
beliefs and values.
o Symbolic Interactionism: cities of hubs of cultures with strong norms and values
o Reasons to move to a city: Jobs, better utilities, easier access to hospital/schools,
o People moving: affects people who live there. You need to join small communities to
make friends/connections. Some people need to move away from cities (but not to a
rural environment) – so people move to outskirts of city (suburbs) where people can
form communities with their neighbors while maintaining individuality.
o Exurbs: beyond suburbs who are very prosperous.
o Drive to city for work can be tiresome so some suburbs create their own economic
centers.
o Some people rebuild areas of city called urban renewal which can lead to gentrification
(former lower income residence forced out)
o Rural rebound: some people desire to get away from urban areas and move back to
rural areas.
Population Dynamics: How population grows and shrinks over time. Looks at fertility, migration,
and mortality rates. We look at years’ worth of population change at a time.
o Fertility: Rate people are born into a population. Increase population
o Migration: two factors – emigration(moves out, lowers population) and immigration
(move in, adds to population)
▪ Reasons for migration: Refuge, work, live in a different countries.
o Mortality: rate at which people are dying. Deaths decrease population
▪
o Look at population pyramid to look at population of a country.
▪ X axis – gender and y-axis age. Looks at # of people of each age group there are.
• Expansive pyramids: lots of deaths and lots of births. Lots of young
people not many old people
• Stationary pyramid: Birth rates and death rates are low. Lots of
everybody
• Constrictive pyramid: low birth and death rates. More old people than
younger pyramid. (in very developed countries)
o Growth Rate = Initial Population + births + immigrants – emigrants – deaths = New
population
▪ If new population > old population = growth. Growth rate positive
▪ If old population > new population = negative growth. Growth rate negative
▪ Most countries growing but Bulgaria and Czech republic are shrinking
▪ Fertility and immigration increase population while death and emigration
decrease the population.
Demographic Transition: model of changes in countries population. High birth and death rates
transition to low birth and death rates

o

•

5 stages:
▪ 1. High birth and death rates. Stable population. High Stationary Pyramid
▪ 2. High birth rate and declining death rates (better sanitation and food supply).
Increase in population. Population of older people increases. Early Expanding
Pyramid
▪ 3. Lower birth rates (contraceptives, and social values changing) and sometimes
continued decline in death rates. Population stops growing as quickly. Late
expansive pyramid
▪ 4. Birth rates and death rates balance. Population stabilizes. Lots of people
because of all the growth in 1-3. Low-Stationary Pyramid
▪ 5. Speculative Stage; population could remain stable, increase, or decrease. If
population decreases, this is due to less births (Anti-Malthusian perspective) or
more deaths (Malthusian perspective)
Globalization: Sharing of ideas, cultures, services, and products across national borders due to
progress of technology, interdependence of countries, and advancement in communication
technology
o People migrating to different countries or working in different countries bring their
customers and cultures with them
o World Systems Theory: World is a single social unit divided into three regions – Core
countries: independent of outside control, industrialized | periphery countries:
influenced by core nations and transnational corporations, dependent on one type of
economy | semi-periphery countries: middle ground between core and periphery
consisting of declining core country or rising periphery countries.
o Modernization Theory: every country has similar path in development from traditional
to modern and todays third world countries can reach same development as todays first
world countries with help over time
o Dependency Theory: Reaction to modernization theory and states that third world
countries have their own unique structures and are poor and remain so because of their
poor and unfavorable economic position in world economy
o Other theories/perspectives: look at culture, social networking, economies, goods
o Hyperglobalists: individual countries become less important as countries become
interdepend and global society takes presence.
▪ World is GLOBALIZING
o Skeptics believe that world is becoming regionalized not globalized. (transnational
corps, TNCs, are still tied to their home countries)
▪ World is REGIONALIZING not GLOBALIZING
o Transformationalists: national governments are changing, and world order design
changing as well.
▪ World is CHANGING
o Transnational Corps (TNCs): looking across borders for cheaper materials and labor.
Some TNCS make more money in a year than some whole countries do.
o Countries become less self-dependent and interconnected and there are both positive
and negative effects of globalization.
▪ Negative: countries competing to provide cheapest labor to TNC, exploitation,
dependence, etc.
▪ Benefits as well (ex. spread of culture)
o Globalization affects culture and economies of every country with foreign ties.

•

Social Movements
o Active: change something about society
o Regressive/reactionary social movements: resist social change
o Group of people with shared idea who have resources and strong leadership to reach a
shared goal and make an impact on society.
▪ ex. environmental movement, Civil Rights Movement, women’s rights
movements.
o Social movements seen differently over time
▪ Early 20th century: people join movement to seek meaning in lives, to feel
included (mass society theory)
▪ Social movements are now seen as an instrumental part of evolution of a
society
▪ Relative Deprivation Theory: Perceived deprivation/inequality will cause people
to band together to change the inequality
▪ Resource mobilization theory: you need to have the resources to fund the
movement to publicize, recruit members, and have an impact
▪ Rational Choice Theory: patterns and behaviors in society depend on people
who weigh different actions and choose the one that benefits them the most
o Social movements can cause panics or crazes.
o Two options: fail and fade away (but potentially still leave a mark on society), or succeed
and become integrated in society.

New Section – Culture
Culture and Society
•

Culture is way of life shared by group of individuals – the knowledge, beliefs and values that
bind a society together. Very diverse, can include artwork, language, and literature.
o Ways of thinking, behaving, and feeling connected to a shared knowledge of a society
and allow members of the society to gain meaning from object and ideas around them.
o Ex. internet culture
o Ex. Christmas trees as representatives of cultural objects of Western religious and
commercial holiday culture.

•

Society is the way people organize themselves – bunch of people who live together in a specific
geographic area, and interact more with each other than outsiders. Share a common culture
over time.

•

Culture = rules that guide way people live, and society = structure that provides organization for
people.
o Society includes institutions, ex. family, education, politics, which all meet basic human
needs. Society provides structure. Groups of people.
▪ Analogy: The hardware on a phone, the actual phone/phone case
o Culture provides guidelines for living. Culture is learned, reshaped from generation to
generation. Culture makes a society run. Rules and input that allow society to run. Way
of life of people.
▪ Analogy: software or apps on a phone (can’t physically be touched) and are
constantly being updated.
o Need human ideas from culture to allow a society to work.
▪ Analogy: need apps to allow a phone to be useful
o Culture and society both need the other to exist in order to function.

Cultural relativism article
Cultural relativism – trying to understand cultural practices of other groups within its own cultural
context
• We should think about their customs in a way that helps us make sense of how their cultural
practices fits with their overall cultural context.
• Ex. having several wives perhaps makes economic sense among herders who move around
frequently. Through such an understanding, polygamy makes cultural sense.
Sapir-Whorf hypothesis (linguistic relativism)
• Linguistic relativism – certain thoughts we have on one language cannot be understood by those
who exist in another language context.
• The way we think is strongly affected by our native languages (i.e. language dictates cognition)
• It is important to consider this when trying to think with a cultural relativism mindset.

Overview of Culture
•

•

•
•
•

Culture: idea/things passed on between generations in society - Knowledge, beliefs, values,
language, and customs. Varies as we travel around the globe.
o Differences in culture around the globe:
▪ Ex: America toothpaste/toothbrush and other cultures use twigs from trees
(African cultures)
▪ People sleep in beds while others sleep on animal skins or mats
▪ English – 500M speakers, Chinese- 1B speakers, Hindi – 480M speakers. 400M
Spanish speakers around the world (official language of 20 countries)
▪ Many like meat and vegetables, while others eat tofu and grasshoppers.
▪ Ways of greeting differ, ex. In Japan they bow, and depth of bow is defined by
relative status. And in Europe men and women kiss on both cheeks.
▪ Each social unit has a unique way of life due to differences in culture
o Culture provides guidelines for actions and interactions within a society.
4 main points of culture
o 1. People share culture in society: All people share culture with others in their society,
provides rules and expectations for carrying out daily rituals and interactions.
o 2. Culture is adaptive – it evolves over time and adaptive.
▪ Normal values in hunter/gathers (cooperativity encouraged) different than
today’s information/technology age (individualism/competition).
o 3. Culture builds on itself – creation of culture is ongoing and cumulative, and societies
build on existing cultures to adapt to new challenges and opportunities.
▪ Normal values are shaped by your culture. Ex. Putting a baby in a crib is strange
in other parts of the world. Culture differs around the world.
o 4. Culture is transmitted – from one generation to the next. We teach a way of life to
the next generation. Humans are only mammals with culture to adapt to environments
(to survive on equator and artic)
High culture refers to patterns of experiences and attitudes that exist in the highest class
segments of a society. This tends to be associated with wealth and formality.
Normative culture refers to values and behaviors that are in line with larger societal norms (like
avoidance of crime).
Popular culture refers to patterns of experiences and attitudes that exist within mainstream
normative society - like attending a game or watching a parade.

Subculture vs. Counterculture
Culture – ideas of a society, values beliefs and rules that make up a society.
Subculture – a cultural group within a larger culture, often having beliefs of interests at variance with
those of the larger culture, but often maintains some of the founding principles of the larger culture.
• The culture of a meso-level subcommunity that distinguishes itself from the larger dominant
culture of larger society/community
o Culture = ideas
o Meso-level = population size falls between micro and macro levels. They are medium
sized groups such as communities, organizations, cities, states, clans, and tribes.
▪

Side note: Microculture – can’t support people throughout their lifespan, refers to
groups/organizations only affecting a limited period of one’s life.
• ex. Girl scouts, college sororities, boarding school.
• In this way, subcultures are difference, since subcultures are large enough to
support people throughout their entire life.

o

•

•

Subcommunity = smaller community within a larger one
▪ Subcultures still share some of the culture of the dominant society.
Examples:
o Ethnic groups such as Mexicans or orthodox Jews
o Groups like the elite upper class.
o Hippies, goths, metal heads
Subcultures can cause tension with dominant group, which have the power to determine the
cultural expectations of society

Counterculture – a group with expectations and values that strongly disagree with the main values of
the large society. A way of life and set of attitudes opposed to the prevailing social norm.
• Countercultures are subcultures that rejects some of the larger culture’s norms and values, and
usually develops its own set of norms to live by.
o ex. Mormons believe in polygamy (men and women can have more than one spouse)
o ex. Old Order Amish reject mainstream ideas and have their own ideas/values, reject
technology and consumerism and replace with religious principles (simple lifestyle)

Culture Lag and Culture Shock
Culture lag – process by which culture takes time to catch up with technological innovations, resulting in
social problems. Common in societies because material culture changes rapidly, while non-material
culture tends to resists change.
o Material culture refers to physical and technological aspects of our daily lives (tangible),
like food, houses, and phones, and often changes rapidly
o Non-material culture (symbolic culture) refers to non-tangible aspects of culture like
ideas/beliefs/values, which tend to resist change.

Example of cultural lag – many technologies outpace cultural adaptations
• Ex. when cars were first invented, there were no laws to govern driving (no speed limits, no
guidelines, lanes, stop signs, stop lights, etc.). Very dangerous when cars first started entering
roads but laws soon written to fix problem.
• Ex. Computer and emails invented, and businesses took time to transition to this technology.
Culture Shock – feelings of disorientation, uncertainty, or even fear when they encounter unfamiliar
culture practices. Ex. Moving countries, move social environments, or travels to another type of life
(urban to rural).
• In foreign places, weather, language, landscape, food, values and customers, way business
conducted differently, stores open/close at different times, food can be completely different.
Everything you are used to is no longer in place.
• As a result of culture shock may feel sad, lonely, homesick, confused, etc, and have questioned
your decision to move to this new place.
• Ex. when people from Islamic countries (like Algeria) visit countries in Western Europe
(Spain/Italy). Individuals from Islamic countries might experience culture shock when unmarried
couples are kissing/holding hands in public and women are wearing what they consider
revealing clothing. This would be a culture shock because they are experiencing things different
from their own cultures

Diffusion
Diffusion – the spread of an invention or discovery or ideas from one place to another.
• Spread of ideas such as Capitalism, democracy and religious beliefs have brought change in
human relationships around the world.
• Spread of music, phone technology, computer hardware/software have made a difference in
how people connect with others across the globe.
• Involves expansion of ideas across the globe
• Can occur in many ways.
o Exploration, military conquest, missionary work, mass media, tourism, internet.
o Diffusion between cultures has occurred throughout history but today it can happen
faster because of social media/internet.
• Ex. Food in America seen all around the world – McDonalds in Asia.
• Ex. Nike in Japan or Australia.
• Ex. Spanish is one of fastest growing languages.
• Ex. ALS ice bucket challenge.

Mass Media
Mass media = dissemination (spread) of information, and how information is transmitted within a
culture.
• Includes print media (books, music, newspaper and magazines) and digital media (TV, media,
radio, and the internet).
• How it’s consumed changes across cultures in each group. (Ex. Older people might get their info
via TV and newspaper while younger people can get it via the internet).
Can look at the role media plays through society through different sociological perspectives.
• Functionalist perspective
o Would say that its main function is to provide entertainment, to occupy our leisure
time.
o Would also say that it can act as an agent of socialization (ex. collective experience of
watching Olympics on TV, and community building – ex. internet communities) and act
as an enforcer of social norms.
o Also tells us what society expects of us through rewards and punishment, ex. seeing
criminals. But can also glorify behaviours that are wrong in society, like intense physical
violence.
o Also functions as a promoter of consumer culture. At the turn of century average US
child saw 20000 commercials a year on TV. Only increased from there, and not clear
what impact this may have on next generation.
• Conflict perspective
o Focuses on how the media portrays and reflects and exacerbate divisions that exist in
society, ex. race/ethnicity/gender/social class.
o Uses term gatekeeping to describe the process by which a small number of people and
corporations control what information is presented on the media, and describes
information (things that appear in newspaper, stories made into movies, what TV shows
are turned into pilot) and how the information moves through a series of gates before
they reach the public.
o In some countries this is decided by the government, in others decided by large media
corporations.
o Gatekeeping has more effect on some media than others, ex. lots of control on bigbudget movies, but little overhead control on what’s posted online.
o Also describes how mass media reflects the dominant ideology. Giving time, space or
privileging certain political, economic, and social interests at the same time limiting
other views. People who make the choice of what media is produced– the gatekeepers
are predominantly white, male, and wealthy.
o Portrayal of racial minority groups/LGBT groups, working class people, women
(minorities in general), etc. can be underrepresented or stereotyped – unrealistic
generalizations of certain groups of people.
▪ There have been some attempts to fix underrepresentation/stereotyping
▪ But these attempts have sometimes wrongly resulted in tokenism instead of
diversity. [One minority character is added to a movie as a stand in for the
entire group]
• Feminist Theories

o

•

Says that mass media stereotypes/misrepresents women towards the dominant
ideology. Depictions of men and women often stereotyped, emphasizing traditional sex
roles/gender roles.
o Men are considered normal and women are considered the “other”
▪ ex. (“razors” and “razors for women”, or “road bike” and “road bike for
women”).
o Women are depicted as victims, men as aggressors
o Women are depicted as shallow or being obsessed with looks. Makes it more likely they
will be sexualized/objectified.
Interactionist perspective – looks at mass media on a microlevel to see how it shapes day to day
behavior. Looks at how mass media blurs lines between solidary and group activities – ex.
watching a movie (can be watching with other people but because of societal norms/theater
rules you can’t talk about it with those who you are watching with). Looks at how we connect
with others using media changes over time (email/text message instead of phone, or online
dating increase).

Evolution and Human Culture
•

•

Culture is the customs, knowledge, and behaviours that are learned and socially transmitted.
Includes ideas, values and objects meaningful to a group of people.
o Culture is typically learned through observation, interactions, and the biological
component (shaped through evolution)
Charles Darwin’s Theory of Evolution – both physical traits and behaviours can be selected for if
they contribute to success of the species.
o Ex. Physical traits can be selected for. Interaction between organism and their
environment cause finches with long/short beaks on different environments. Animals
best suited for their environment have best likelihood to survive in that environment
and passing on their genes. Drought causes flowers with seeds that produce only long
flowers – birds with long/thin beaks are preferred in their environment over their
counterparts and they survive to an age they can produce. If environmental conditions
continue – long/thin birds selection over time
o Ex. Behaviors can be selected for: if they contribute to fitness of a species. How do we
know which behavior is selected for? Well because there are cultural universals which
exist throughout the world for certain things/behaviors which might have been selected
for as human species evolved.
▪ Cultural Universals – elements, patterns, or traits that are common to all
human cultures worldwide. ex. certain aspects of language (such as metaphors),
personal names, having marriage/divorce practices, myths, healing practices
and medicine, music

So while evolution can shape culture (ex. cultural universals), culture can also shape human evolution.
• ex. Hunter-gatherer society transitioned to a farming society, whereby people moved less, and
populations grew. Because of this people were more exposed to outbreaks of disease. Since
only those that survived were the ones not killed by diseases, our culture/these communities
helped shape our immune systems.

•

ex. lactose intolerance, first year of life most humans get nutrition from milk, but genes to digest
this milk are switched after children are weaned. But Northern Europeans which reared cattle,
don’t have this effect – their lactase gene doesn’t turn off. So those able to digest milk more
likely to survive. More surviving digesting-milk people so more digesting-milk (lactose tolerant)
offspring. They can drink milk/eat dairy products because of their ancestor’s culture directing
evolution.

P/S (9 - Social Inequality)

Overview of Social Inequality
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The resources in a society are unevenly distributed. Ex. Wealth in US, top 20% have 72% of the
wealth of the country and bottom 20% only control 3%
o Upper, middle, and lower class. Based on incomes.
o As you go up the social ladder, have better access to education, healthcare, and
housing.
Groups of population disproportionality affected – ethnic/racial minorities have greater
degrees of inequality as manifested by lower incomes, lower education, and reduced access to
healthcare.
Those in poverty also face considerable barriers to obtaining the same healthcare, education,
and other resources as others.
Gender does too. Females experience differences in pay (gender-pay gap), and the glass ceiling
effect (the unseen yet unbreachable barrier that keeps minorities and women from rising to the
upper rungs of the corporate ladder, regardless of their qualifications or achievements)
People may feel increasingly socially excluded, live in segregated neighbourhoods, and feel
politically disempowered.
o Can lead to civil unrest, and tempt people into criminal activities.
Ways to help: government schemes (ex. Food stamps), improve access to
education/healthcare, and figure out social interventions that allow integration to society.
Health Disparity: Difference in health outcome that is closely related to social and economic
factors. Social inequality causes the difference, not a biological one.

Upward and Downward Mobility
•

•

•

We have a number of ways to break down society into social layers, ex. Classes (which
correspond to the amount of income)
o Lower class – manual work, labour, low-pay jobs.
o Middle class – professionals, better paying jobs
o Upper class – very wealthy businessmen and family wealth
There can be movement within (horizontal mobility) and between (vertical mobility) social
classes:
o Horizontal mobility – movement within the same class (Ex. accountant switches job to
different accounting company)
o Vertical mobility – move up or down the social hierarchy (upward movement - Ex.
Manager at restaurant becomes CEO of fast food restaurant) (downward movement Ex. Manager at restaurant gets demoted to serving fast-food at McDonalds)
Various types of social constructs that allow for social mobility.
o Caste system – very little social mobility, because your role is determined entirely by
background you’re born to and who you’re married to. Very socially stable
▪ Ex. The Hindu caste system (four castes, the ‘lowest’ containing commoners,
peasants, servants, and the highest containing priests, academics)
o Class system – allows for some degree of social mobility, with class being a combination
of background and movement, often by education. Less socially stable.
o Meritocracy – a highly idealized society governed by meritocracy would have people
achieve their social position solely based on ability and achievements, with

birth/parental background doesn’t matter. This allows for extreme social mobility and
equal opportunity.
▪ “Social rewards, status, and position are awarded to individuals based on their
own ability to work (merit). In order for a meritocracy to operate, everyone
within the society would need the same opportunity to succeed, so that
rewards are actually based (primarily) on merit.”
▪ It is not necessary for everyone to have the same talent or skill level or
outcome. It just means everyone has the same opportunity to achieve. It means
achievement is not prescribed at birth (like in a caste system). It means there is
a high degree of mobility.

Intergenerational and Intragenerational mobility, Social Mobility
•

•

Intragenerational mobility – change in social class happens in a person’s own lifetime
o Within a generation
o ex. Dan is born intro a middle class family and works as a middle class man, but works
hard and seeks opportunities and eventually ends up in the upper class
Intergenerational mobility – change in social class between generations, ex. parent is working
class and son is upper class.

Absolute and Relative Poverty
•
•

•

2 different ways of thinking about poverty – does it threaten survival of person, or does it
exclude them from society?
Absolute poverty – An absolute level at which if you go below the absolute poverty, survival is
threatened, and the individual can no longer satisfy their basic needs for survival (water,
clothing, good, and shelter).
o Has an absolute value associated with it.
o Approx. $1.25 a day in developing countries.
o Applies no matter where you are
▪ * for the most part. However, someone in Arctic for example needs a lot more
than somewhere else, since they need more clothes and heating expenses, and
its harder to find food etc.
▪ This is a variability that absolute poverty does not consider.
o The median level of income in a society can gradually rise as country gets richer. When it
does, we find a decrease in the amount of absolute poverty.
Relative Poverty – a level of poverty relative to the rest of the population of the country.
o ex. <50% below the median income of the country.
o If a country’s income rises up, absolute poverty line won’t change, but median income
level would, and thus so would relative poverty.
o Relative poverty is not about survival, its people whose incomes are so low in their own
society they’re being excluded from society.

Social Reproduction
Huge amount of social inequality between rich families and poor families.
Social Reproduction – reproduction/preservation of social inequalities across generations
• Ex. people with rich parents end up wealthy themselves
There are a few ways that social reproduction occurs:
• Financial capital (i.e. money) can be invested to obtain:
o Social capital (i.e. the building up of reliable and useful social networks, the networks of
relationships among people who live and work in a particular society, enabling that
society to function effectively. For example, peer network, family network, community
network)
▪ Social capital is believed to result in various health benefits for the individual
(ex. reductions in the health risk of chronic inflammation)
▪ Social capital emphasizes the tangible resources provided by network members
(whereas social support tends to focus on emotional resources).
• Both social support and social capital suggest that social contracts will
be beneficial to individual health and well-being.
o Cultural capital (i.e. social assets such as education, intellect, style of speech, language
dress, physical appearance, knowledge, skills, all of which are used to make social
distinctions and are associated with differences in social status)
▪ ex. financially well of parents exposing you to trips abroad and learning foreign
languages, or cultural items in house you know a lot about, or private education,
etc.
Doesn’t our educational system allow poor people to gain capital too? To break out of poverty?
• Not that well – our educational system doesn’t value cultures of low classes. It doesn’t value the
culture and social networks of the poor population.
o Ex. educational system wouldn’t care about graffiti but would care about fine art.
• Thus, the education system can reinforce this social stratification, and the children of poorer
parents are likely to stay poor while the children or rich parents are likely to stay rich.

Social Exclusion (Segregation and Social Isolation)
Being an integral member of society has lots of advantages – access to good social networks, housing,
educational resources, and resources in community.
However, certain individuals can be excluded to the peripheries of society, and are prevented from
participating in society, leading them to having a reduced right and access to resources/opportunities
Social exclusion – certain individuals can move from core of society and be excluded to the peripheries,
preventing them from participating in society and leading them to having reduced rights and access to
resources or opportunities.
• ‘Magnet’ processes can be responsible for social exclusion:

o

•

Poverty magnet – poverty can drag people from the core of society and toward the
periphery, leading them to experience a greater degree of social exclusion.
o Ill-heath magnet – physical or mental health issues can prevent people from engaging
and interacting with society, which drags them into the fringes of society.
o Discrimination magnet – certain groups may face discrimination, based on their
race/gender/sexual orientation/etc. with the same effect.
o Education, housing, employment are all also important factors – a lack of any of these
can also relegate people to the fringes (periphery) of society.
People in periphery often have many of these magnets combined, meaning that there are
tremendous forces keeping them away from the core of society and all the benefits it has. They
may also have greater consequences like ill health and criminal activities.

Segregation – a way of separating out groups of people and giving them access to a separate set of
resources within the same society
• The idea is “separate but equal”, which is rarely true in practice, since segregated people often
have worse resources.
• Segregation may be maintained by law/public institutions, or more informal processes like
“hidden discrimination”.
Note – social exclusion is involuntary and based on external factors (ex. laws, education, wealth, etc.).
Social isolation is a distinct concept that refers to when an individual or community voluntarily isolates
itself from mainstream or core society, based on their own religious/cultural/other beliefs.

Environmental Justice
Where we live plays a huge role in environmental benefits and risks we’re exposed to.
• Areas with high poverty and lots of racial minorities often have fewer environmental benefits
(ex. green spaces, parks, recreation) and more environmental burden (ex. waste facilities,
manufacturing/factories, energy production, airports)
• This puts them at risk because they often have few alternatives, little awareness of risks they
face, and other pressing issues.
o This leads to more health problems like asthma, obesity, etc.
• Wealthier population society has much higher benefits.
o More politically and economically powerful, and able to demand that beneficial facilities
are placed close to them and burdening facilities far way.
o Also better represented in environmental/lobbying groups.
Environmental justice – looks at the fair distribution of the environmental benefits and environmental
burdens within society across all groups.

Residential Segregation
Residential segregation – the physical separation of two or more groups into different neighbourhoods.
• Groups can be based on race, income, etc.

•

Where we live affects our life chances, because it affects our politics, healthcare, availability to
education, environmental benefits and burdens, etc.

Other forms of segregation:
• 1) Concentration segregation – segregation with a clustering of like groups
• 2) Centralization segregation – segregation with a clustering of like groups in a central area.
Index of dissimilarity – 0 is total segregation, and 100 perfect distribution.
Why is residential segregation important?
• Political isolation – Communities that are segregated are politically weak because their political
interests don’t overlap with other communities. This leads them to become politically
vulnerable, since they don’t have the political influence to keep their own needs addressed.
• Linguistic isolation - Communities who are isolated may develop own language, even in same
city. This may limit their job opportunities.
• Lower access to quality education/heath
• Spatial mismatch – opportunities for low-income people in segregated communities may be
present but far away, and harder to access. There is a physical distance/gap (a spatial mismatch)
between where people live and where the opportunities are.

Global Inequality
The world is extremely unequal.
• Ex. Life expectancy is Congo is 51 vs. France/Japan is 84. Tremendous range.
• Ex. Access to clean water – in Africa, very difficult. In US/Europe very easy.
Inequality in the distribution of wealth.
• Richest 85 people in world have more wealth than the poorest 3.5 billion people in the world
combined.
• Richest 20% have 82.7% of the global income.
• People in between have 15.9% of the global income
• Poorest 20% have 1.4% of global income.
• Inequalities within individual countries as well, ex. very poor countries tend to have just a few
extremely rich people.
Maternal mortality rate is a marker for inequality in healthcare systems.
• In NA and Europe 10-20 people per 100 000 die from childbirth.
• In South America, 75/100 000
• In SE Asia, 170/100 000.
• In Central Africa 700+/100 000.

Heath and Healthcare Disparities in the US
A lot of disparities we see in US are result of poor economic and environmental conditions.
• Social-economic status is a pyramid. As we go up social pyramid, access and quality of
healthcare improves.
• Opposite is true for those at bottom of pyramid – more disease, less high quality healthcare,
substandard housing, poor diet, dangerous jobs, can’t afford expensive treatments
•

•

•

Race can play a role – Hispanics and African-Americans have higher morbidity and mortality
rates, worse access to healthcare and lower quality healthcare.
o Even though some can be attributed to SES reasons, doesn’t explain everything.
Minorities are less likely to receive everyday healthcare and treatments for lifethreatening conditions.
Gender differences – men typically use fewer preventative services like vaccines/check-ups.
o Women require reproductive services, and access is reduced due to local laws.
o Studies for treatments for diabetes/heart disease don’t always include women, and can
suffer from lack of research.
LGBT community – might face discrimination, which can limit clinics they feel comfortable
seeking help from.
o Transgender especially face discrimination, and have a hard time finding someone who
has experience working with transgender individuals. Leads them to be reluctant to seek
services when they really need them.

Intersectionality
(Theory of) Intersectionality – calls attention to the interconnected nature of social categorizations such
as race, class, and gender, which overlap and create independent systems of discrimination or
disadvantage.
• Ex. Female who is African American and practices Buddhist teachings, causing her to be
discriminated against in multiple areas (gender, race, culture/religion) at the same time.
• Ex. an individual’s position within a social hierarchy being determined not only be their social
class but by their race and ethnicity too

Class Consciousness and False Consciousness
Means of production – the way in which we produce goods (ex. factories and farms)
• Owned by fairly wealthy individuals, who hire a large number of workers offering their labour,
without owning any of the means of production.
o There’s a class divide, a hierarchy of upper/lower class.
• Theory by Karl Marx – workers in working class don’t realize they’re being exploited and
oppressed by this capitalistic model of working.
o Class consciousness – awareness of one’s place in a system of social classes. Involves a
realization by the workers that they have solidarity (unanimity) with one another,
allowing them to struggle to overcome this oppression and exploitation. Involves seizing
and obtaining means and redistributing the means of production among the workers.

o

False consciousness – a way of thinking that prevents the workers from perceiving the
true nature of their social situation. Instead of workers seeing they have solidarity with
one another (as in class consciousness), workers are unable to see their oppression.
Owners can promote this false consciousness by controlling the classes, misleading the
workers and making it more difficult for workers to see their oppression.

